


Thought you knew the
Chameleon™? Time to take 
another look! We’ve taken an 
elite quiver and made it even
better. The Chameleon™ now features 

the Lever-Lock mounting system, made of 
an even MORE durable material to stand up to 

whatever you dish out! The redesigned
high-impact polycarbonate stem now 

gives your fixed blade broad heads more 
room for easy in & out without compromising 
stability! This stem provides the STRENGTH of metal 
WITHOUT THE WEIGHT, and a built-in hook ensures 
quick hanging and easy storage when the quiver is not in 
use. The Chameleon™ combines form, function & style; the 

versatility of the vented dual ‘angle load’ arrow retainers enable you 
to securely lock all shaft sizes into place, and the slim design of the 
Chameleon™ keeps it tight to your bow. We take it 
even further, making YOU the designer.
Customize your quiver with a secure yet 
easily interchangeable camo plate in your 
pattern of choice to match your gear or
surroundings. Each Chameleon™ comes 
with one camo plate of choice and one 
carbon fiber plate, with additional plates sold 
separately. The Chameleon™ is available in 3 
(also for crossbow!) or 5-arrow models, as well 
as a 5-arrow ‘mechanical’ model which
incorporates all of the features of the original
Chameleon™ in a super compact profile for an 
extremely small footprint.  All proudly made in 
the USA!

High Impact,
Polycarbonate stem 

provides the strength 
of metal WITHOUT 

THE WEIGHT!

“Carbon Fiber” plate included with each 
Chameleon™ quiver!

BP

LAT

LC

INF

APG

AP

The Chameleon™ 

features easily 
interchangeable 

camo plates!
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Chameleon
™

Quivers

Scan code to watch a quick overview of the features offered 
on the Chameleon™ quivers!  For more great videos, check out 
Bohning’s YouTube channel @ www.bohning.com/youtube

Available Camo
Patterns!

Now with the LEVER-LOCK
Mounting System!

Now with the LEVER-LOCK
NEW!

“The Bohning Chameleon is the perfect 
quiver for any model bow I shoot. With 

it’s interchangeable camo plates and 
enhanced features its the perfect quiver 

system to match any style of bow.”
Jon Brunson/Host

The Outdoor Channel’s
“Addicted To The Outdoors”.
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Bowhunting Quivers
The Lynx® features a “wrap-around” 
hood style and a lightweight, durable 
molded stem. A second retainer bar 
and cutaway hood for easy removal & 
installation of your arrow shafts.
Retainers securely hold arrows with fixed 
or mechanical broad heads inside a
replaceable, sound dampening hood liner. 
Available in 4 or 6-arrow models.
Lever-Lock Mounting System Included.
Replacement retainers and molded hood
liners available.  Lynx® 4 is 6 ounces,
Lynx® 6 is 8 ounces. Both models accept
Carbon and Small Carbon arrows.
See item numbers for camo patterns available.

Black Lever Pink Lever
1073 10731

LEVER-LOCK
SYSTEM

NOW STANDARD ON ALL BOHNING® QUIVERS!
It doesn’t get any easier than this!  The Lever-Lock Mounting System quickly

secures your quiver to the riser of your bow. Simply flip the lever and it’s locked tight, 
release the lever and your quiver slides silently and effortlessly out of the mount.

Lynx® 6 Liner Lynx® 4 Liner
10393 10383

LYNX® REPLACEMENT 
MOLDED HOOD LINER

Lynx® 4 Carbon Lynx® 4 SC Lynx® 4 XBow Lynx® 6 Carbon Lynx® 6 SC
10382 1045 201005 10392 10451

Lynx®

Retainers

Lynx®REPLACEMENT 

LC

INF

APG

LAT

Lynx® 4
Quiver

LC INF BP APG AP Black CF
10817 10727 10997 10867 10877 1038 10380

Lynx® 6
Quiver

LAT LC INF APG Black
201014LAT 10818 10728 10868 1039

BP

LC

INF

APG

AP

LAT

CF
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Cases & Accessories

Color matched to Genesis Bows, the 
official bow of the National Archery in 
the Schools Program! Measures
14” x 14” with a 9” x 5” x 2” accessory 
pocket for easy organization of finger tabs, gloves, arm 
guards or whatever necessities you have. This “soft shell” 
bow case fits bows with a maximum of 36 inches axle to 
axle with an 8” brace height. Incorporates sturdy, strap 
style handles and a tough zipper. This compact design 
makes it easy to pack in your vehicle. A winner for the 
youth archery market.  Features a built in name tag holder 
that fits standard size business cards. Not designed for 
parallel limb bows.  Available in Hot Pink, Red, Blue, Black 
and Neon Green. Specify color when ordering.

Cases & Accessories

ARCHER’S
TOWEL

Towel
701001BK

No more bow slipping due to clammy 
hands!  Convenience and style is the 
name of the game in this slim-profile 

100% cotton towel.  Features a sewn in 
swivel clip for convenience of use and 

storage. Available in black only. 

All of the benefits and durability of the Jack Pine, but in a 3-arrow model for fixed blade broad 
heads. The Sentry is 5.6 ounces and 13” long. Uses the included Lever-Lock mounting

system; replacement foam and combo retainer
available. Available in Classic Black and APG.

All of the benefits and durability of the Jack Pine, but in a 3-arrow model for fixed blade broad 

Economical, strong and lightweight.  At 7.2 ounces and 
13”, this quiver is a great choice for performance and

utility.  A 5-arrow quiver designed for fixed blade
broad heads, the Jack Pine has a deep foam-lined hood 

to protect you and your broad heads and a setback 
mounted hood for balance.  The combo retainer accepts carbon, 

aluminum, and crossbow arrows.  Uses included Lever-Lock
mounting system.  Replacement foam and retainers available.

Available in Classic Black and APG.

Bowhunting Quivers

Jack-Pine 5
Quiver

Classic Black APG Foam Retainer
1099 201017APG 10354 10993

Sentry
Quiver

Classic Black APG Foam Retainer
1033 201016APG 10331 10332

RetainerRetainer

YOUTH
BOW CASE

Case
701014

HP

RD

BL

BK

NG
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Our NEW broad head wrench design is unlike any other on the market.  
This small, easy-grip tool allows for easy installation & removal of 2, 3, 

and 4 (fixed) blade broad heads by pushing against the SIDES of 
the blades instead of the edges, ensuring no damage and no

dulling! The 3 nock indexing pockets provide easy nock adjustment 
with no damage to nock ears for Bohning® Signature, A, F, Pin, or 

Blazer nocks. The tapered center pocket keeps blades safe & upright 
to allow for easy broad head assembly, and the lanyard hole allows 

for storage and quick access. Tough polymer construction
ensures that this wrench will be a valuable addition to your

toolbox for countless years to come!

DELUXE
BROADHEAD WRENCH

Wrench
801046NEW!

NEW!

STRETCH
FLETCH

“Stretch” Fletch 6 pk
101012

WH

NY

NO

2 7/8”

The latest fletching innovation 
from Bohning® gives you the quality & 

durability you trust and the convenience you 
need!  Introducing Stretch Fletch™ – a 2 7/8” molded 

sleeve that you simply slide onto the arrow shaft and lock in 
place with a dab of adhesive (included). Each sleeve is a single piece 

molded out of the same vane material as Blazers®. Molded with 3 Blazer® 
vanes on a 3° right helical, with an embossed Blazer® logo on each vane.  
Stretch Fletch™ is designed for standard carbon shafts with an OD of  .293-.306. 
Each package includes 6 fletches and adhesive; available in White, Neon Orange, Neon 
Green, Neon Yellow or Hot Pink.  Indicate color when ordering.

FLETCHING HAS NEVER BEEN EASIER!

No Jigs!...
No Clamps!...
No Boiling Water!...
Just Slip It On, 
Lock It Down
And Shoot!

SCRATCH-FREE
ARROW PAD

Arrow Pad 1 ea.
801047

Our new and improved scratch-free arrow pads are constructed of a 
softer, more flexible material to securely hold and store your arrows 

separate from each other to protect your fletchings.  The reusable pads 
hold a wide range of arrow sizes from Nano to 27/64.  Each pad holds a 
dozen arrows.  We recommend using a pad at each end of the arrow for 

best hold and stabilization.

STRING
SHIELD

™

String Shield™ String Wax
301019

Unlike firm waxes that use finger friction to soften and absorb into 
the string fibers, STRING SHIELD™ is a silicone-based liquid wax 
that instantly penetrates the bowstring with no heat necessary.  
The sponge applicator is clean and easy, and the String Shield 
formula reduces string friction while enhancing tired string colors.  
This odorless and waterproof wax leaves a like-new feel to the 
bowstring.

NEW!

String Shield™ String Wax
NEW!

NY

NG

HP

With an “actual”
 3 degree helical!



Royal Blue Pink
1474 1475

MYRIAD TARGET
QUIVER SYSTEM

The one and only “universible” system!  Myriad 
has everything you need, all included.  It’s 

universal for any accessory storage you need, 
and reversible for right or left hand shooters.  
Features multiple pockets, accessory pouch, 
tubeless divided arrow storage, accessory

D-Loops, and magnetic pocket closures. Made of durable
Cordura®, systems available in Blue or Pink.   Indicate belt size:
Small-28”-32” Medium-34”-38” Large-40”-44” X-Large-46”-50”.

The PreciZion X target quivers are redesigned for 2013!  Still featuring 
tubeless, light & quiet arrow holders for easy storage, they are now 
constructed from tough 600 Denier nylon.  We have added another 

front pocket (total of 3!), added metal D loops, repositioned and 
resized the pencil holders, and made the belt loop more user friendly.  
The PreciZion X has an audio pocket/cord port for your iPod®  or MP3 

player and weighs less than 14 oz. Now available in 2 more colors! 
Right handed models only.  Available in Black, Gray,

Black/Neon Green.  Specify color when ordering.

Black Rigid
Shooters Belt

Sm. 28”-32” Med. 34”-38” Lg. 40”-44” XLg. 46”-50”
16800 16801 16802 16803

Finally a belt that will hold anything and everything with no sagging, no drooping, no folding!  
The durable Rigid Shooters Belt keeps it’s shape and has room for it all, including the

heaviest quivers.  Heavy-duty snap buckle stays fastened until YOU take it off.  Features 2 
large loops in the back for hanging towels, binoculars, arrow pullers, etc.

Embroidered Bohning® logo on the back, available in 4 sizes.

The one and only “universible” system!  Myriad 
has everything you need, all included.  It’s 

universal for any accessory storage you need, 
and reversible for right or left hand shooters.  
Features multiple pockets, accessory pouch, 
tubeless divided arrow storage, accessory

The one and only “universible” system!  Myriad 
has everything you need, all included.  It’s 

universal for any accessory storage you need, 
and reversible for right or left hand shooters.  
Features multiple pockets, accessory pouch, 
tubeless divided arrow storage, accessory

The one and only “universible” system!  Myriad 
has everything you need, all included.  It’s 

universal for any accessory storage you need, 
and reversible for right or left hand shooters.  
Features multiple pockets, accessory pouch, 
tubeless divided arrow storage, accessory
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Target Quivers

NEW!

Precizion X
Target Quiver

Quiver
701012



Mini-Target
RH Quiver

Mini-Target
LH Quiver

Blue Red Black Hot Pink
1656 1657 1655 1654
Blue Red Black Hot Pink

16560 16570 16550 16540

A smaller version of our Adult Target Quiver, the mini is 14” long with 
3 arrow tubes. The mini quiver is constructed of durable, lightweight 
Cordura® material, featuring 1 zipper pouch, 2 easy-access ‘slide’ 
pockets, a convenient accessory/scorecard clip and the Bohning® 
logo embroidered along the top.  Available in 4 colors, right or left 
handed.  Also great for crossbow bolts.

Adult Target
RH Quiver

Blue Red Black Hot Pink
1691 1688 1693 1687

Adult Target
LH Quiver

Blue Red Black Hot Pink
16910 16880 16930 16870

Five tubes for more
capacity and constructed

of durable, lightweight
Cordura® with embroidered

Bohning® logo. This quiver is
19” long and features an

accessory/scorecard clip, two
convenient zipper pockets at top and

on quiver, and one easy access ‘slide’
pocket to hold all of your accessories.

Weighs approximately 14 ounces and holds
10 arrows easily.  Available in four colors,

right and left handed models.

Accessory
Bag

Red Blue Black Hot Pink
16591 16590 1659 16592

This durable Cordura® bag features a collapsible
draw-string throat with a reinforced top that stays open for 
quick access.   Great for releases, hex sets, etc.  Available 
in 4 colors, features embroidered logo.

A smaller version of our Adult Target Quiver, the mini is 14” long with 

capacity and constructed

Cordura
Bohning® logo. This quiver is

19” long and features an
accessory/scorecard clip, two

convenient zipper pockets at top and
on quiver, and one easy access ‘slide’
pocket to hold all of your accessories.

Weighs approximately 14 ounces and holds
10 arrows easily.  Available in four colors,

right and left handed models.
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Target Quivers

Adult Target

A smaller version of our Adult Target Quiver, the mini is 14” long with A smaller version of our Adult Target Quiver, the mini is 14” long with A smaller version of our Adult Target Quiver, the mini is 14” long with A smaller version of our Adult Target Quiver, the mini is 14” long with A smaller version of our Adult Target Quiver, the mini is 14” long with A smaller version of our Adult Target Quiver, the mini is 14” long with A smaller version of our Adult Target Quiver, the mini is 14” long with A smaller version of our Adult Target Quiver, the mini is 14” long with 

Universal
tube quivers for

both right and left
handed archers. Stylish, soft shell tube 
made of 840D Polyester with carabiner 

clip. NEW for 2013 – Neon Green!   

handed archers. Stylish, soft shell tube 

YOUTH TuBe
QUIVERS

Tube Quiver
701006

NG

RD

HP

BLNEW!



Carry your trail cameras in convenience and style 
with this gray and black camera bag.  3 Velcro edged 

dividers are easily detached and moved to fit and 
protect your cameras, creating up to 4 fully padded 

compartments.  Sizeable zip-closure exterior accessory 
pouch and interior zipper clear-view pouch for storing extra 
SD cards, etc.  Bag features fully adjustable and removable 

shoulder strap with a comfort pad.  5 ½” x 9” x 18”.

TRAIL
CAMERA Bag

Camera Bag
801014GY 

Carry your trail cameras in convenience and style 
with this gray and black camera bag.  3 Velcro edged 

dividers are easily detached and moved to fit and 

pouch and interior zipper clear-view pouch for storing extra 
SD cards, etc.  Bag features fully adjustable and removable 

shoulder strap with a comfort pad.  5 ½” x 9” x 18”.

Camera Bag

The Aim-It™ fully adjustable camera mount allows 
for perfect camera angles to get the shot!  Simple 

installation ensures you aren’t spending all your 
time on setup, and the small footprint of the 

Aim-It™ allows for more placement options 
while minimizing the risk of theft.  Place 
your cameras above eye level; they can’t 

take what they can’t see!  3 points of rotation 
allow you to get any angle, any shot!  Fits all 

cameras with a ¼”-20 standard threaded port.

AIM-IT
™

CAMERA MOUNT
Camera Mount

801018 
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The Aim-It™ fully adjustable camera mount allows 
for perfect camera angles to get the shot!  Simple 

installation ensures you aren’t spending all your 

Camera Mount

Archery Accessories

Holding, storing and displaying your bow just doesn’t get 
any easier than the BowHitch.  The unique “L” bracket 

and receiver system are quick to install, keeping your bow 
safely secured wherever you take it – in the stand,

at the range, or at home.  The bracket stays
attached to your bow’s riser & weighs just

1.3 oz!  Slide the bracket into the mounted
receiver for a secure connection, keeping your

bow exactly where you need it.  Additional
receivers sold separately for multiple storage sites.

Bow Hitch Sys. Add’l Receiver
801006 801007

Bow Hitch
Bow Holder

BARK
Shark

Bark Shark
201010 

Designed for the tree stand 
hunter, this portable quiver 
mount weighs less than 
3 ounces yet holds up to 
20 pounds of accessories!  
The Bark Shark attaches 
to tree or limb without screws, 
allowing you to remove the quiver 
from your bow and have easy access.  Hanging 
your quiver while in the stand makes your bow 
lighter and movements less noticeable.
The universal mounting pad is compatible with most quivers and 
includes a built in
broad head wrench.Bow Grip/Sight 

Window Pad
2 pads
1602 

Mole-skin camo pads prevent noise caused by 
metal-to-metal or metal-to-plastic contact, and

insulates cold metals where skin contact is required.  
Pressure-sensitive

self-adhesive backing
provides a silent and

comfortable grip. Use
anywhere that needs

camo, silencing or warmth.
Cut to fit. 2-pack of 4 x 6”

pads in MossyOak® Break-Up®

pattern. 

In The Stand..
..At Home

NEW!

NEW!
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WeB
Armguard

Armguard
801040

Fashioned after traditional style armguards, this cut-out web
design is durable yet very flexible. The soft-finish rubber completely 
protects the forearm and will not absorb scent. The open design allows for 
maximum ventilation to keep you cool & comfortable. Includes cut-to-size
elastic for easy on/off and complete adjustability. Approximate dimensions are 6” 
long, 6” wide at front, 8” wide at rear. Available in Black, Blue, Neon Green, Red 
and Hot Pink. Specify color
when ordering.

SLIP ON
ARMGUARD

Slip On Armguard
801009

The NEW & IMPROVED slip-on armguard is
constructed of sleek compression-fit nylon
with an incredibly durable rubber strip for

protection. The flexible center piece is sewn
onto the armguard in recessed channels

with a center cutout for the screen-printed Bohning®

logo. Easy on, easy off for a very comfortable fit! Also works
great when hunting for holding back bulky coat sleeves during your shot.
Available in 4 sizes: Small: 8” long, large end circumference 9” stretched;

Medium: 9” long, large end 11” stretched; Large: 9” long, large end 13” stretched;
Extra Large: 9” long, large

end 15” stretched.

Detects even the slightest air thermals which 
carry your scent up or down depending on 
the time of day. Wind-Check is a fine,
odorless & environmentally safe powder, 
packaged in a flip-top bottle for easy
one-hand use.  Approx. 250 applications. 

WIND
CHECK

Wind Check
1612

We have taken it up a notch from the conventional wrist sling with the ‘Cinch’ 
sling.  Great for bowhunters and target shooters alike, the cinch sling does just 
that...it “cinches” securely into place. No more slipping, no more collapsing.  
Once the sling is sized, cinch it up and it stays in place and holds its shape.  
The Cinch Sling is easily adjustable with a 
base plate that allows you to torque your 
stabilizer without rotating the sling out of 
position.  Available in 5 colors.

3 -STRAP
ARMGUARD

3 Strap Armguard
1689

Avoid the “sting 
of the string.”  Protect 
yourself with this durable 
Cordura® armguard.  Leather
backing for comfort combined with heavy 
duty, anti-fray construction makes this armguard the 
perfect choice.  Approx. dimensions are:
7 ¼” long, 3 ¼” wide at front, 4 ¼” wide at rear.

BroadHead
Wrench

Wrench
1619

Must-have tool for every bowhunter!
Handy at home and in the field.  The 
broad head wrench protects fingers 

and hands while removing or installing 
broad heads.  Molded from high-impact 

plastic with easy grip construction, the 
wrench fits both 3 & 4 blade broad head 

configurations in one lightweight tool.

CINCH
SLING

Sling
801049

We have taken it up a notch from the conventional wrist sling with the ‘Cinch’ 

BK RD HP NG BL

Fashioned after traditional style armguards, this cut-out webFashioned after traditional style armguards, this cut-out webFashioned after traditional style armguards, this cut-out webFashioned after traditional style armguards, this cut-out web
NEW!

NEW!

NEW!



With bowfishing gaining popularity at a remarkable rate, now is the 
time for you to try your hand at this fast and exciting sport!  We’ve 

made it easy to get started, providing everything you need from reel 
to point in one handy kit.  Great for bowfishers of all ages, the kit 

includes:  the MudCat™ reel, one 32.35” Glass Fish Arrow with Fish 
Point, AMS Safety Slide™, and 50 feet of 80# line.

Bowfishing 
Kit

Kit
1023

Bowfishing

2 Reg. Dia. (Orange) 2 Lg. Dia. (Blue)
1029 901008

AMS SAFETY 
SLIDE™

Prevents the fishing line from tying itself to the bowstring 
– known as the dreaded ‘snap back.’  Safety Slide keeps 
line away from the arrow rest, ensures near perfect ar-
row flight, and helps prevent shooting through the fish.  
Regular (orange) or Large Diameter for 22/64” shafts 
(blue).  Each package contains 2 slides.

5 inch Wrap End Cap
501010AA 501011AA

AQUA ASSAULT ™ 

WRAPS

These reflective vinyl wraps increase your shaft visibility 
under water, and add a little ‘style’ to your arrow with the 
Aqua Assault™ logo and muted pattern.  Add these  wraps 
to your bowfishing tackle and stand out in function and form!  
Available in 5” wrap or .75” end cap (each 1.25” width).

Hornet™ Shaft Hornet™ Shaft w/point & slide
901004 901005

HORNET™
FISHING SHAFT

Combining the best of both worlds 
- the durability and cost effectiveness of 

fiberglass and the stabilization and straightness of carbon!  The result is a bowfishing arrow with 65% greater 
spine strength over regular bowfishing shafts and faster shot recovery.  Straighter, stronger and stiffer for 
increased accuracy and consistency in deeper water.  Use with all draw weights.  Available as shaft only 
(32.35”, 1190 grains), or fully outfitted with Aqua Assault™ Premium Fish Point & AMS Safety Slide™.

Solid glass bowfishing arrows equipped with River Fish Point.
Choose from White or high-visibility Saturn Yellow 9” Crown dip!  Great 

all-around fishing arrow.  Also available with optional AMS Safety Slide™.
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GLASS
FISH ARROWS

White w/point only White w/point & slide Hi-Vis Yellow w/point & slide
1000 1002 10020



Bowfishing
Licensed under Patent No. 
6,994,080

Includes bristles to 
replace roller for 

nock adaptors!

The first & only fully adjustable rest 
that combines the speed of a roller 

rest and the security of a capture 
rest!  The Carp-ivore™ features an 

easy top-load design and the option to change 
out the roller for a third set of bristles - providing added stability when 
shooting from tricky angles.  Reversible left or right mounting along with 
vertical and horizontal windage adjustments allow tuning for ANY bow setup.  

AQUA ASSAULT PREMIUM™ 
FISH POINT

AA Fish Point Chisel Tip
901002 901003

RUFF NECK
ULTRA

Ultra Point
1020

The most important elements to a great fish point are solid holding power and quick release.  Constructed of
nickel-plated spring steel, the Aqua Assault™ Premium Fish Point is a high performance rotating barb that delivers! 
The replaceable five-sided chisel tip is hardened steel to stay sharper longer, outlasting even carbide tips.
A stainless steel lock washer between the point and adapter allows for easy fish removal.

This is a premium point at a beginner price.  The Ruff Neck is designed to take 
tremendous punishment, with a knife-like leading edge on the barbs and no-rust 
stainless steel construction.  The precision point and wide, reverse-angle barbs 

make this an ideal point for carp and other soft body fish.

Point Barbs
1016 901001

RIVER FISH 
POINT

Designed for rocky bottoms and shallows, this sturdy do-it-all fish point can handle constant 
use and deliver results time after time.  Replacement barbs available.

Reel Rep. Line
901007 1024

MUDCAT
™
 

REEL

From quick installation to reeling in the big catch, MUDCAT™ keeps your 
focus where it needs to be…on the water!  A countersunk hex nut makes 
the MUDCAT™ reel easier to install than its predecessors.  Time
consuming tangles and hang-ups are a thing of the past with our new 
Line Drag Reduction System, which allows your line to strip effortlessly 
from the spool.  The line clip ensures easy retention on the spool, and the 
rubber retainers conveniently store the arrow when not in use.  The reel 
comes with mounting hardware and 50 feet of 80# braided nylon line.
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Carp-i-vore™

Bowfishing Rest
Carp-i-vore™ Roller Assy. Bristle w/mount Bristle Assy.

901006 911014 911015 911016



CrossBow Accessories

(NG)(BK) (NO) (NY) (WH)

(NG)(BK) (NO) (NY) (WH)

CROSSBOW NOCKS 
FLAT - .2985 DIA.

12pk 100pk 1000pk
401001 401002 401003

CROSSBOW NOCKS 
FLAT - .303 DIA.

12pk 100pk 1000pk
401014 401015 401016

CROSSBOW NOCKS 
HalfMoon - .2985 dia.

12pk 100pk 1000pk
401011 401012 401013

CROSSBOW NOCKS 
Halfmoon - .303 dia.

12pk 100pk 1000pk
401008 401009 401010

CrossBow 
Lube Kit

Kit
801005

•Victory
•Muddy
•GoldTip
•Carbon 
 Express
•Black Eagle

•Easton

.303 DIA.

.2985 DIA.

Lightning Lube
crossbow rail lubricant 

provides a protective 
film to reduce friction and 

increase the velocity of your 
crossbow bolts. Silicone-based 

Lightning Lube will not collect 
dirt and grit like some lubricants.  

It is non-toxic, non-flammable and 
completely scent free with a “no mess” 

applicator for smooth, even application.   
Lighting Lube is another versatile product 

in the Bohning® line – target shooters have 
found that applying Lightning Lube to their

arrow shafts prior to shooting enables them to 
pull them out of the targets like..well, lightning!

TOP
MOUNT™

Mount
801012

The crossbow quiver mount that does it all!
This universal mount is slim, adjustable, and installs easily 

to the right or left side of the sight rail WITHOUT
removing the scope.  Traditional mounting systems require 

you to mount the quiver forward and on the bottom near the 
stirrup, resulting in excess bulk, imbalance, and accessibility 

issues.  The TopMount™ attaches parallel to the shooting rail which means 
less bulk, easy access to your arrows, and reduction in the forward weight 
of your crossbow.

Crossbow nocks from Bohning® provide the same durability, precision 
and performance you expect from our entire line of polycarbonate nocks.  
Nock your bolt with a “flat-end” or “half-moon” style, available in
5 colors and 2 diameters.

A complete 
crossbow

lubrication system to 
protect your string and your 
rail for optimum equipment

performance!   Kit includes a 3.5 ml tube 
of Bohning Xccelerator® Wax and a 7.4 ml 

tube of Lightning Lube rail lubricant.

Lightning Lube
crossbow rail lubricant crossbow rail lubricant 

The crossbow quiver mount that does it all!The crossbow quiver mount that does it all!The crossbow quiver mount that does it all!
This universal mount is slim, adjustable, and installs easily This universal mount is slim, adjustable, and installs easily This universal mount is slim, adjustable, and installs easily 

to the right or left side of the sight rail WITHOUTto the right or left side of the sight rail WITHOUTto the right or left side of the sight rail WITHOUT
removing the scope.  Traditional mounting systems require removing the scope.  Traditional mounting systems require removing the scope.  Traditional mounting systems require 
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Lightning 
LuBe

Rail Lube 16 pk Bulk
1363 941019
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Water Repellent Powder for feathers. The easiest feather 
treating system available. Simply shake feather end of a 
fletched arrow in powder and go. Colorless, odorless and will 
not affect feather adhesion.

Water Repellent Powder
1611

FEATHER
DRI

The Bohning® line of bowstring waxes for compounds, recurves, and longbows prolongs the life of the bowstring and helps prevent 
fraying and string dry-out.  Designed and recommended for synthetic fiber bowstrings and cables, Bohning® waxes resist
penetration by water and keep moisture out of the bowstring, protecting critical string fibers.  Regular use greatly reduces string 
friction and abrasion against cables, slides, wheels, and cams.  Bohning® waxes penetrate into fibers without damaging the string, 
and remain pliable under all weather conditions.

3.5 Gram Tube 24 pk
1365 1634

XCCELERATOR®

WAX
Silicone based, remains sticky.

Seal-Tite® 1oz. Tube 24pk Bulk 250 Bulk 500
1360 1631 35001 3500

Natural based, remains tacky, but not sticky.  Tech Tip:  Dab a little Tex-Tite® on your nock before insertion to keep it in position, while 
still allowing movement for alignment and/or removal!

Tex-Tite® 1oz. Tube 24pk Bulk 250 Bulk 500
1306 1630 32001 3200

 line of bowstring waxes for compounds, recurves, and longbows 

1 pair Bulk 50 pair
1051 1635

STRING
WHISKERS

Kisser w/clipsKisser
Button 1664

Cam (Red) 6pk Cam (Red) 100pk Cam (Red) 1000pk Hunter (Blk) 6pk Hunter (Blk) 100pk Hunter (Blk) 1000pk

1065 1068 1071 1064 1067 1070
STRING
NOCKS

String Care
Quick and easy to install, string nocks are designed to create a positive nocking point for
consistent shots, time after time.   Available in two sizes: cam (red) and the slightly smaller 
hunter (black). Nocks are constructed of brass with rolled edges and a plastic liner.

Lightweight and durable hunter-style kisser button.  Easy installation 
and a quick addition to your bow setup that will help you maintain a 
consistent anchor point every shot, every time.  Clips included. 

Easy to use – tie, pull, cut, separate!  Sold as a pair, place 
string whiskers well above and well below the nocking 
point to utilize this proven method of dampening string 
noise and oscillations.  Also available in bulk.

Feather Care
Cut your own feathers with our newest item, 
the Feather Cutter!  Maple wood forms the 
body of this traditional tool that features an 

ABS base and steel and aluminum components. The spring-loaded cutter comes with 1 blade to cut a 
shield-cut right wing 5” feather.  Machine features replaceable blades and striker plate, and incorporates 
a two-handed safety feature.  Cutting your own feathers is easy – place a feather on the guide, cock the 
handle to raise the blade, slide the feather in and press the 2 side buttons to fire it.  Cock it again to slide 
the guide out, remove the feather and you’re ready for the next one.  This heavy duty machine is the only 
one you will need – providing accurate cuts, a variety of profiles available,
replaceable striker plate and blades, and durability to last for years.

Dry bowstring fibers tend to vibrate against each other when the bow is fired, thus wearing the fibers out prematurely and weakening the 
bowstring.  Xccelerator® wax incorporates a conditioner formulated to combat this, and also softens at a lower temperature, allowing for 
easier and faster saturation of the strings.   Also great for crossbow!

FEATHER
CUTTER

Cutter Striker Plate RW Parabolic 4” blade RW Shield Cut 5” blade RW Indian Cut 5” blade

601020 601021 601020-1 601020-2 601020-3

This heavy duty machine is the only This heavy duty machine is the only 

NEW!



SERVING
THREAD

Nylon Polygrip #62 .021 #62 .025 #62 XS .021 #62 XS .018 XBow .030
1616 1624 1626 1627 801001 801010 801011BK

In four great choices:  NYLON - a good economical serving thread, POLYGRIP – size .020” with superior grip, #62 BRAID – a 50/50
Spectra/Polyester thread with great grip with durability, #62 XS – a 75/25 Spectra/Polyester blend with the same grip and durability yet 
even more strength and .030” braided Spectra, specifically for today’s high performance crossbow strings. #62 BRAID is available in 2 
sizes (.021 and .025) and #62 XS is available in 2 sizes (.021 and .018) and 5 colors (Red, Blue, Hot Pink, Neon Green and Black).
.018 - 100 yds per spool, .021 - 75 yds per spool, .025 - 60 yds per spool, .030 - XBow/45 yds

Serve-Tite
String Server

Server Server/Polygrip .020 Server/#62.021
16150 16240 16260

Must-have tool for your bowcase!
This miniature version of the String Server is perfect

for travel, quick fixes, or anytime space is at a premium.
The compact design eliminates the need for a cable spreader and 

also works well with short brace height bows.  The winged design 
fits fingers perfectly for a secure grip and greater control while 
serving and is specifically designed to make refilling bobbins 

easy.  This server features fully adjustable tension and includes 13 
feet of #62XS serving thread on each of 2 bobbins.

String Care & AccessoriesString Care & Accessories

Mini
Server

Server Black Refills 2pk BW Refills 2pk
801017 801024BK 801024BW

In four great choices:  NYLON - a good economical serving thread, POL
NYLON POLYGRIP #62 BRAID #62 XS (RD) #62 XS (BL) #62 XS (HP) #62 XS (NG) #62 XS (BK) Spectra (BK)

The Serve-Tite is a great tool no matter your experience level – quick and easy, a novice 
can use this tool and get expert results!  The tool is durable to stand up to a lifetime of use 

and small enough to fit conveniently in your tool kit or bowcase.  Adjustable wing-nut
tension provides smooth thread flow and tight, uniform servings.  Features a large feeder 

hole and bushing to ease threading and prevent wear.  Available as Tool Only, Tool
including PolyGrip .020 serving thread, or Tool including #62 Braid .021 serving thread. 
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Only 1.4 
inches!

This miniature version of the String Server is perfect
for travel, quick fixes, or anytime space is at a premium.

NEW!



You asked for it, and we’ve got it!  Now available from Bohning®, 
tubeless peeps in 3 sizes to fit every need: 1/4”, 3/16” and 1/8” 

diameter sight orifices.  These peeps feature a 2-groove
design, angled for perfect alignment with no tubing

required.  Lightweight and durable, these peeps are
constructed of machined aluminum and weigh in at 
a mere 8 ½ grains.  They allow for a perfectly round 
shaded hole at full draw and eliminate the need for
protruding hoods.  With no tubing to create additional
noise, or to slow down your string (or break and snap back!),
these peeps are sure to win you over.  Available in black only.

TuBeless
peep

1/4 (6.4mm) 3/16 (4.8mm) 1/8 (3.2mm)
801022BK 801021BK 801020BK
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(RD)(BL) (BK) (HP) (NG)

1 Meter 100 ft. Spool
801002 801003

LOOP
ROPE

Kit DVD Only
1295 1294

SERVING
KIT

Thought center serving your bowstring was hard?  Not with the All-In-One kit!  Marv 
Long of TailorMaid Bowstrings hosts the included instructional DVD that takes you step 

by step through the process, and covers string care and back-serving.  Kit includes
instructional DVD, Self Serve Cable Spreader, String Separator, Serve-Tite Serving Tool with 

PolyGrip .020” thread and Xccelerator® Wax.  All items also available for separate purchase.

Thought center serving your bowstring was hard?  Not with the All-In-One kit!  Marv 

Peep w/tube 50pk peep only
1668 1640

“SLIM”
PEEP

Durable, high-impact and lightweight, the slim peep has
a 3/16” sight orifice to allow for  maximum sight window in 
low light conditions.  Small profile and easy installation, too!  

Includes alignment tube when purchased individually,
bulk packs are peep only.

SeparatorSTRING
SEPARATOR 1601

With smooth polished edges, the string separator easily inserts between bowstring strands 
without damaging them.  The Bohning® string separator is the best tool on the market for fast 

and easy installation of servings, peeps, silencers and more.

SpreaderSelf-Serve
CaBle Spreader 1525

This durable tool makes serving your bowstring easy!  Bowstring and cables are 
held securely and separately in top and bottom slots, giving you a large work area 
and making serving your own bowstring a breeze!

2.0 mm BCY, #24 Polyester rope for “D” loops.  Choose 
from 5 different colors to personalize your string!   Avail-

able in 1-meter (39 inches) package or 100-ft spool, 
Blue, Red, Black, Hot Pink or Neon Green.

noise, or to slow down your string (or break and snap back!),

NEW!



Cresting
Brushes

Fine 1/8” 1/4” 1/2”
1400 1401 1402 1403

Get the look you want for your arrows with this assortment of high
quality Camel hair brushes, available in 4 sizes for every design need:  
fine point, 1/8”, ¼” and ½” widths.

12” Tank Extra Lid
1508 1512

DIP 
TANK

Designed specifically to accept the Model 12
arrow holder, this 4” diameter aluminum dip tank

allows you to dip multiple shafts at once.Features a 
flat welded base for added stabilization and comes 

with a plastic lid which fits securely over the mouth of 
the tank.  Extra lids sold separately.

Model 12 Extra Gasket
1518 1520

ARROW
HOLDERS

This sturdy aluminum holder 
steadily separates and holds a 
dozen arrows, allowing for easy 
dipping.  Fits most shaft sizes 
and is ideal for use with our 4” 
diameter dip tank.

12” Tube Extra Cork
1500 1503

Dip
TuBes

One inch plastic tube, fits one arrow for single 
dips. Includes 2 corks, extras sold separately.

50 pk
1623

Universal
Arrow Box

Industry standard size to fit up
to 36” arrow shafts.  Couple with our

Universal or Scratch-Free Arrow Pads for a 
perfect way to store, display, and ship your 

arrows!  With arrow pads (sold separately), this 
sturdy box holds a dozen fletched arrows.

Arrow Pad
16092

UNIVERSAL
ARROW PADS

Universal arrow pads fit most shaft sizes for today’s 
ever changing market.  Great way to keep your arrows 

separated and protected for storage, display, and a great 
fit for use with our arrow boxes.  Sold individually, each 
pad holds a dozen arrows (we recommend using a pad 

at each end of the arrows for best hold and stabilization).

US Cresting Kit Int’l Cresting Kit
1297 12971

CRESTING 
KIT

HOLDERS

Universal arrow pads fit most shaft sizes for today’s 

Cresting arrows is a
tradition arrow builders have 
practiced for centuries.  As long 
as there have been bows and ar-
rows, there has been arrow
personalization.  The patterns 
and symbols used in traditional 

cresting identified the owner of the arrows, and often times their 
lineage.  This rich tradition lives on today, and the Arrow Cresting 
Kit includes everything you need to become part of it!  Kit includes:  
300 RPM Standard Crester, Dip Tube, 16 oz Fletch-Lac Thinner, 8 
oz White Lacquer, 1 oz each cresting colors in yellow, red, black, 
orange, green and blue, 1 set of arrow pads, 16 oz (powder
concentrate) SSR shaft cleaner, 2 Camel hair brushes and “Nock to 
Point” DVD. (also available in 220 for international shipment)

110 volt AC. 60 cycle,
300 RPM motor holds arrow shaft 1-1/4” above the 
table top for easy cresting. Solid tray keeps shafts 

aligned with motor and catches paint drips.

Pro Crester Chuck
1404 1407

PRO
CRESTER

STD Crester Int’l STD Crester
1405 14051

STANDARD 
CRESTER

110 volt, 60 cycle, 300 RPM motor holds 
arrow shaft 1-1/4” above the table top for 
easy cresting. Also available in 220v for 

international customers.

Dipping & Cresting
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This flat white provides a perfect dull-finish base coat that provides maximum vane adhesion. It can be used for dipping or
cresting. For dipping purposes, we recommend
using a coat of Blue Clear over the white base for 
an even brighter white. We do NOT recommend 
using clear or supercoat over cresting, as this may 
cause lines to run or blur.

Bohning® Lacquer Thinner is chemically engineered to work with all Bohning® lacquers. To 
avoid potential incompatibility problems, we do not recommend using with other

manufacturers’ lacquers.  NOT FOR USE WITH ADHESIVES.

Bring out the beauty!  Walnut Hue wood stain is formulated to give a shadowing effect to allow 
the grain to show through when applied using a ‘wipe’ method.  Dipping or spraying will result 

in a solid color.  We recommend
following the stain with SuperCoat to
seal the wood and provide a protective
gloss topcoat to your shafts.

Wood Stain
1/2 Pint Pint Quart Gallon

1112WH 1113WH 1114WH 1115WH

Material Safety Data Sheets are available at 
www.bohning.com

Fletch-Lac
Supercoat

1/2 Pint Pint Quart Gallon
1119 1120 1121 1122

Fletch-Lac
Blue clear & Clear

1/2 Pint Pint Quart Gallon
1123 1124 1125 1126

Clear lacquer base is recommended as a seal coat for all wooden arrow shafts. Both Clear and Blue Clear work well as a base dip 
for aluminum and carbon arrows to maximize adhesion. Used as a seal coat, Blue Clear produces sharper, brighter colors, especially 
with white and fluorescents.  Supercoat cures to a super-hard protective finish for dipped shafts and acts as a one-coat sealer for 
wood shafts.  Dipping over crests with Clear, Blue Clear or Supercoat is NOT RECOMMENDED, as cresting may blur or run.

Fletch-Lac
Thinners

Pint Quart Gallon
1131 1132 1133

Dip’N 
Plugz

Micro/12pk Micro/100pk
1425 1426

Max/12pk Max/100pk
1427 1428

For traditional cresting and dipping, Dip’n Plugz allow you to easily prevent paint from getting inside of 
the arrow shaft.   Tapered vinyl also allows for easy cleanup, just peel dried paint from the surface 

of the plug and reuse!  Use Micro Dip’n Plugs for smaller shafts and Max Dip’n Plugz for standard 
carbon or aluminum shafts. 

Bright, true gloss colors that can be used for 
dipping or cresting.   Paint dries to a hard, 

chip resistant, high gloss finish.  We
recommend using a white base coat under all 

colors for even more vibrant color!
You can mix Fletch-Lac gloss lacquer colors with each other, metallics or fluourescents.

1oz. Jar 1/2 Pint Pint Quart Gallon
1412 1104 1105 1106 1107

Gloss
Lacquer

1oz. Jar 1/2 Pint
1412 1100

Metallic 
Lacquer

Pint Quart Gallon
1101 1102 1103

Metallic lacquer can be used for dipping or cresting and dries to a hard,
chip resistant with a 
brilliant sheen.

This flat white provides a perfect dull-finish base coat that provides maximum vane adhesion. It can be used for dipping orThis flat white provides a perfect dull-finish base coat that provides maximum vane adhesion. It can be used for dipping orThis flat white provides a perfect dull-finish base coat that provides maximum vane adhesion. It can be used for dipping or

For even BRIGHTER color and high visibility, use fluorescent lacquer for dipping or cresting.  Our fluorescents are UV stabilized 
for longer life and are 2 to 3 times brighter than the standard gloss colors. Dries to a chip resistant brilliant finish.  We recommend 
using a white base coat underneath the fluorescents for a more vibrant finish.  Available in Saturn Yellow and Blaze Orange.

Fluorescent
Lacquer

1oz. Jar 1/2 Pint Pint Quart Gallon
1412 1108 1109 1110 1111

1/2 Pint Pint
1160 1161

Flat
White

Quart Gallon
1162 1163
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Safely strips vanes, glue and wraps from arrow shafts! A pre-formed channel provides the safest cutting angle. An easy grip 
handle and contoured, surgical steel blade stays sharper longer, and makes stripping your shaft a breeze. Safe for use on all 
shafts.  Blade replacement is simple with no tools required. Replacement blades sold separately.

Limoxyl™ serves a dual purpose: it easily removes wrap residue and simultaneously preps the shaft for 
fletching.   Simply spray onto stripped shaft (or spray onto a cloth) and wipe clean to quickly remove the 
sticky arrow wrap residue. When fletching with instant glues, we recommend washing the shaft with soap 
and hot water before fletching for maximum adhesion. Citrus-based and environmentally safe,
Limoxyl™ comes in a convenient 3 ounce spray bottle.  

Safely strips vanes, glue and wraps from arrow shafts! A pre-formed channel provides the safest cutting angle. An easy grip 

Limoxyl™ serves a dual purpose: it easily removes wrap residue and simultaneously preps the shaft for 
fletching.   Simply spray onto stripped shaft (or spray onto a cloth) and wipe clean to quickly remove the 
sticky arrow wrap residue. When fletching with instant glues, we recommend washing the shaft with soap 
and hot water before fletching for maximum adhesion. Citrus-based and environmentally safe,
Limoxyl™ comes in a convenient 3 ounce spray bottle.  

NG NO

OT
YT

WT
NY

Get the REAL Blazer® in a quick fletch!  Easily installs on shafts from 17/64” to 24/64” diameter. Simply submerge into
boiling water and watch fletching magic happen!   Shake off excess water, air dry and shoot!  Available in Orange Tiger,
Yellow Tiger, White Tiger, Neon Yellow, Neon Orange and Neon Green, each vane is fletched with a 2˚ offset on a white 
wrap base. 6 Per Package. Weight per fletched tube is approximately 27 grains.  Specify color.

SSR is a powder concentrate, activated by hot tap water.  
This high strength cleaner removes dirt, grease, residue and 

contaminants from shafts to give you the best surface for 
maximum fletch adhesion.  Add hot water to the concentrate 

in the bottle, soak shafts, 
rinse and air dry.

Environmentally safe, not 
for use on wood shafts.

Each bottle
contains a small 

amount of powder 
concentrate!

Pint Quart Gallon 1 lb. Bag
1155 1156 1157 1158

SSR Arrow 
Shaft Cleaner

3 oz. (89 ml) Pump Bottle
1152Limoxyl™

The
“Stripper”

STRIPPER 3 pk Blades
1524 15240

shaft size temperature weightBLAZER®

QUIKFLETCH® 17/64” to 24/64” Boiling 30 grains
6 pk 50 pk

101001 101003
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Due to the
overwhelming

popularity of the
Tower® jig, we have

expanded the line even further!
Now there is a Tower® for every size, every type, every fletch! The Tower® 

reduces your fletching time by 66%, increases arrow production and provides 
easy & precise 3-vane placement 120° apart. The Tower® accommodates all 

size shafts from small carbon X10s to Fat Boys (the Crossbow Tower® fits 
.2985 and .303 bolts). Every Tower® includes clamp release tape and 2 collar 

rings:  Rose for use with small carbon up to aluminum shafts, and Lime for 
use with Fat Boy shafts. The clamp release tape is applied to the jig arms to 

prevent adhesive build up and is easily removed and replaced.  If you choose 
not to use the release tape, Tower® arms can be cleaned of residue by soaking 
in Acetone.  All Tower® arms are compatible with the Tower® Jig base, no need 

to purchase additional jigs for Impulse™, Crossbow, or Feather
fletchings!  Additional and replacement

arm sets are sold separately.

AMERICAN

MADE!

To prevent adhesive build up and provide a 
cleaner finished fletching, we recommend

applying the clamp release tape included with all 
of our jigs and replacement clamps when using

cyanoacrylate (quick set) style glues.  Tape is easy to use 
and remove. Replacement tape is available by the pair or in bulk.

1319 13192
Tape 2 pc Tape bulk 20 pcCLAMP

RELEASE TAPE

applying the clamp release tape included with all 
of our jigs and replacement clamps when using

cyanoacrylate (quick set) style glues.  Tape is easy to use 
and remove. Replacement tape is available by the pair or in bulk.

Tower Jigs

Arrow building experts since 1946, Bohning® is known for
its dedication to quality. This new DVD provides an

overview of the vanes, adhesives, nocks and jigs we have 
available, and the proper selection and use of each.

Run time approx.15 minutes.

DVD
991003AB

Modern Arrow
Building

Impulse™ RW Feather LW Feather
601007 601008R 601008L

REPLACEMENT
TOWER ARMS

2˚ Offset 3˚Helical Straight
1200 1202 1201

 arms are compatible with the Tower
to purchase additional jigs for Impulse™, Crossbow, or Feather

REPLACEMENT
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Helix 
12962

Crossbow
601001

Feather
601010

Triple
12963

IMPULSE™ TOWER® FLETCHING JIG
Standard Post, Pin-Nock Post and F-Nock 
Post. 1 set of arms specifically designed for 
the thinner material of the Impulse™.  The 
maximum vane size for fletching is 4”.

IMPULSEIMPULSE™™ TOWER
Standard Post, Pin-Nock Post and F-Nock 
Post. 1 set of arms specifically designed for 
the thinner material of the Impulse™.  The 
maximum vane size for fletching is 4”.

Impulse
601006

TRIPLE TOWER® FLETCHING JIG
Std Post, Pin-Nock Post, F-Nock Post,
A-Nock Post & Crossbow Post. 3 sets of 
arms:  black for a 3° right helical, red for a 2° 
right offset, and gray for straight fletchings 
The maximum vane size for fletching is 2.25” 
for Helical, and 4” for Offset or Straight.  

HELIX TOWER® FLETCHING JIG
Standard Post, Pin-Nock Post, F-Nock Post, 
A-Nock Post and Crossbow Post.
1 set of ‘arms’ to fletch up to 2.25”
long vanes on a 3° right helical.

CrossBow Tower® Fletching Jig
Crossbow Post.  2 sets of  arms: black for a 
3° helical and red for a 2° right offset .  The 
maximum vane size for fletching is 2.25” for 
Helical, and 4” for Offset.

FEATHER TOWER® FLETCHING JIG
Standard Post, F-Nock Post, Swedged End 
Post.  2 sets of arms:  blue for Right Wing 1° 
helical, green for Left Wing 1° helical.  The 
maximum feather size for fletching is 5”.

Standard
601011

Pin Nock
601012

F Nock
601013

A Nock
601014

Crossbow
601015

Swedged
601016

Replacement Rings

Replacement Posts

Sm Ring Lg Ring
601017 601018

Scan code to watch the performance benefits of fletching with Tower® 
fletching jigs.  For more great videos, check out Bohning’s YouTube

channel @ www.bohning.com/youtube

NEW!

NEW!
NEW!



The Blazer® Helix Jig, designed for standard carbon shafts, fletches 
up to 2.25” vanes with a perfect 3° right helical.  Places 3 vanes

exactly 120° apart. Get a perfect fletch every time with
accurate snap indexing. If a straight fletch is what you prefer, 

the clamps for the Blazer® Helix and the Blazer® 
STR8 jigs are interchangeable!

Jig Replacement Clamp
1344 8251

Blazer® Helix
Fletching Jig

The Blazer® STR8 Jig is designed for small carbon shafts and
provides straight vane placement for vanes up to 2.25”. Place 3 
vanes exactly 120° apart, and get a perfect fletch every time with

accurate snap indexing. If a helical fletch is what you prefer, the clamps 
for the Blazer® STR8 and the Blazer® Helix jigs are interchangeable!

Designed for standard shafts, the easy set up and simple operation of the Big Jig™ allows you 
to fletch up to a 4” vane on a 1° right offset or 3° right helical.  The Big Jig™ is compact,
lightweight, yet very sturdy and durable.  With accurate snap indexing, fletch vanes perfectly 
120° apart.  For those who prefer a four-fletch, the Big Jig™ also comes with 2 adapters,
allowing you to fletch FOUR vanes at 90-90-90-90 or 60-120-60-120!  Also available for
crossbow to fletch your bolts with ease!

Get a perfect fletch every time with easy offset adjustments and accurate snap
indexing. The Pro Class jig has a quick-set magnetic clamp with larger

grips for easy operation. Don’t spend a mint to get perfectly fletched
arrows! Pro Class comes with one clamp of your choice: Straight,
RW or LW.  Additional clamps sold separately. Pro Class offers total
flexibility and versatility...set your own degree of offset! The Pro Class 

fletches 3 vanes 120° apart, or 90° 4-fletch adapter. Accommodates
shaft sizes small (13/64) to large (27/64) and vanes or feathers up

to 5”. Also available in Crossbow model (Specify RW, LW or Straight).

Jig Replacement Clamp
Blazer® STR8 1345 8250

Blazer® Jigs

Big Jig 1˚ RW  Offset Clamp 4 Fletch Adapters Big Jig 3˚RW Helical Clamp XBow Big Jig XBow Receiver
8362 601009 1320 8361 601002 601004

Everything that you need to get started the Blazer® way, and
experience the precision, performance and accuracy that has 
won over archers across the globe!  The kit includes the
Blazer® Helix Jig, one ¾ ounce tube of Platinum® fletching
cement, and 36 white Blazer® 2” vanes.  Get Blazer®-ized!

Kit
13441

Blazer® Helix
Fletching Kit

Jig/straight Jig/right wing Jig/left wing Straight clamp RW clamp LW clamp XBow Jig
1348 1349 1350 1351 1352 1353 601003

PRO
CLASS

Get a perfect fletch every time with easy offset adjustments and accurate snap

RW or LW.  Additional clamps sold separately. Pro Class offers total
flexibility and versatility...set your own degree of offset! The Pro Class 

fletches 3 vanes 120° apart, or 90° 4-fletch adapter. Accommodates
shaft sizes small (13/64) to large (27/64) and vanes or feathers up

to 5”. Also available in Crossbow model (Specify RW, LW or Straight).

“Whether you are hunting whitetails in the Midwest or 
big game in Africa, accuracy starts with your arrows.  

The Blazer® Helix Fletching Jig is easy, accurate 
and with the 3° helical you get the perfect spin for 

improved broad head flight.  Couple the Helix Jig with 
Platinum® fletching adhesive and you have the best in 
arrow building.”  – Pro hunter/shooter Bill Epeards                                                                       

XBow Jig
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“Quick-ReferEnce”
Fletching Guide

Complete fletching guide
available online at www.bohning.com



Material Safety Data Sheets are available at www.bohning.com

Designed 
to provide an 
unmatched bond with 
carbon, solvent-based 
Platinum® remains flexible and 
is water repellent, yet provides an 
extremely tough and durable bond for 
fletching vanes and feathers.  Approx. drying 
time for vanes is 5 min., 15 min. for feathers.
Full cure in 24 hours.

3/4 oz 1/2 pint Pint Quart Gallon 24 pc 3/4 oz 165 pc 3/4 oz 432 pc 3/4 oz
1301 1355 1356 1357 1358 1638 33002 33001

FLETCH-TITE® 
PLATINUM®

Bulk Bulk Packaged

This tape has quickly become the fletching method of choice for many feather 
shooters who appreciate the speed and ease of use. Feather Fletching Tape 
creates a strong, high-temp resistant and reliable bond on contact, no lengthy 
clamp time! Our tape is machine-cut, no lubricant, which means NO dead 
zones in the roll.  Recommended for all shaft types, and perfect for field
repairs, too.  One roll contains enough tape to fletch over 3 1/2 dozen arrows.  
1 Roll = 720” or 1828 cm, tape width 3/16” or 4.76mm.

1 roll
1649

FEATHER 
FLETCHING TAPE 

Quick-set fletching cement in an easy no-drip gel. Specially formulated to resist moisture and humidity.
Recommended for gluing nocks, fletching vanes and feathers to aluminum, carbon,

fiberglass and wood shafts.  Approximate dry time is 2 minutes, full cure in 4 hours.
One 3 gram tube will fletch approx. 20 arrows.

1305 1639
3 gram 24 pkINSTANT 

GEL

Fletching Adhesives

Specifically formulated for use with Fletch-Tite Platinum®.  Do not over-thin adhesive. To avoid causing 
problems with adhesion, never exceed 2% by volume. 

Platinum®

Thinner
Pint Quart Gallon
1134 1135 1136

We’ve done it again.  Use even 
LESS GLUE for maximum

adhesion with the FASTEST 
CURE TIME! Introducing Blazer 

Bond™, the newest instant glue 
for fletching vanes, feathers and 

nocks. Excellent for all shaft types, 
clamp time is a mere 15 SECONDS 

with full cure in only 2 hours!
Available in ½ ounce and 1 ounce bottles.

301016 301015
1 oz 1/2 ozBlazer®

Bond
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Stull Tip & Cap/6pk
801015

Stull Tip & Cap/6pk

NEW!



Welds inserts, outserts, and points to all shaft types (great for crossbow, too!).   With 
no mix and no mess, Insert Iron™ is high-impact, shock-resistant & has remarkable 
holding power with easy application. Dry time is 24 hours, full cure in 72 hours.

1 oz
1317INSERT IRON™ 

Material Safety Data Sheets are available at www.bohning.com

The one that started it all, Ferr-L-Tite® is the original hot melt adhesive developed by Rollin Bohning that is STILL the industry stan-
dard today.  Ferr-L-Tite® hot melt adhesive is tough, elastic and waterproof.  Recommended for adhering points and inserts to wood 
or aluminum shafts.  Heat reversible for adjustment, replacement, or removal.  Dry time 24 hours.

FERR-L-TITE® 12 gram Stick Brick Stick 16 pcs Stick 250 pcs Stick 500 pcs
1309 1339 1633 31001 3100

It doesn’t get any easier to install, adjust, or remove inserts and points than this!  Cool Flex™ is a super strong, low melt 
temperature adhesive specifically formulated for carbon arrows (but works great on wood and aluminum, too!).  This heat-

reversible adhesive is easy to use and adjustment or removal of inserts is as simple as holding end under hot tap water, with 
instant full strength set in cold water.  One 12 gram stick will do approximately 144 inserts. 

COOL
FLEX

12 gram Stick Brick Stick 16 pcs Stick 250 pcs Stick 500 pcs
1308 1368 13081 13082 13083

Burner Extra Wick
1315 1316

Alcohol
Burner

Ideal for the installation of inserts using hot melt adhesives. Use 
denatured alcohol, extra wicks sold separately.

INSERT Adhesives
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Convenient 2 ounce bottles for use with solvents (red cap) and adhesives (white cap).  
Additional caps sold separately. 

Regular Deluxe Reg. Caps /6pk Dlx. Caps /6pk
1303 13031 1304 13032

Dispenser 
Bottles



STILL the jaw-dropping, trophy-hanging, grin-inducing vane that CONTINUES to outperform the rest
and make believers out of bowhunters and target shooters the world over!  The Blazer® vane’s unique
design incorporates auto racing drafting principles to begin steering and correcting immediately, creating lift and
flatter trajectory. We recommend fletching the Blazer® vanes helically for perfect results.  Bohning® has optimized the
steerage capabilities and overall performance with tighter tolerances, making the Blazer® the lightest high performance broad head 
vane ever produced.  The base of every vane is chemically treated for maximum adhesion.  Great for crossbow bolts, too!

We asked ourselves how we could provide all of the benefits of the original Blazer® broad head vane to target shooters.
We found the answer in the development of the Blazer® X2 vane, the lower profile, shorter version of the original Blazer®!  
Very popular with IBO and ASA shooters, the X2 provides a flatter trajectory at longer distances and maximum steerage with 
less wind drift, resulting in amazing accuracy.  The base of every vane is chemically treated for maximum adhesion.

We asked ourselves how we could provide all of the benefits of the original Blazer® broad head vane to target shooters.® broad head vane to target shooters.®We asked ourselves how we could provide all of the benefits of the original BlazerWe asked ourselves how we could provide all of the benefits of the original Blazer®We asked ourselves how we could provide all of the benefits of the original Blazer®We asked ourselves how we could provide all of the benefits of the original BlazerWe asked ourselves how we could provide all of the benefits of the original BlazerWe asked ourselves how we could provide all of the benefits of the original BlazerWe asked ourselves how we could provide all of the benefits of the original BlazerWe asked ourselves how we could provide all of the benefits of the original BlazerWe asked ourselves how we could provide all of the benefits of the original BlazerWe asked ourselves how we could provide all of the benefits of the original BlazerWe asked ourselves how we could provide all of the benefits of the original BlazerWe asked ourselves how we could provide all of the benefits of the original Blazer  broad head vane to target shooters. broad head vane to target shooters. broad head vane to target shooters. broad head vane to target shooters. broad head vane to target shooters. broad head vane to target shooters. broad head vane to target shooters.We asked ourselves how we could provide all of the benefits of the original BlazerWe asked ourselves how we could provide all of the benefits of the original BlazerWe asked ourselves how we could provide all of the benefits of the original Blazer  broad head vane to target shooters. broad head vane to target shooters. broad head vane to target shooters.
BK WH NG NY NO NR HP BL SG SB SWPURD

WH BK BL HP NG NO NR GT YT WT RT PT OT SW SG SB PU NY RDRD CAMO

Scan code to watch Pro Hunter Jim 
Burnworth show why the Blazer® 

is the #1 vane IN THE WORLD!
For more great videos, check out 

Bohning’s YouTube channel @
www.bohning.com/youtube

length height weight
gramsgrainsmillimetersinchesmillimetersinches

2 50.8 0.6 15.24 6 0.39
Blazer®

36 pk 100 pk 1000 pk
10831 10832 10833

length height weight
gramsgrainsmillimetersinchesmillimetersinches

1.865 47.4 0.47 11.8 4 0.26

Blazer
  X2®

100 pk 1000 pk
10762 10763

Parabolic paddle for increased steerage.
Extremely durable material.

Low profile for less wind drift.
    High performance
    leading edge.

BLAZER®X2 VANE

Blazer® Vane
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The choice of many 3-D shooters as well as hunters using mechanical broad heads.
The Mini-Blazer® has the steering capabilities of the original Blazer® vane with less weight and a
lower profile for easy riser clearance.  The base of every vane is chemically treated for maximum
adhesion. NOT recommended for use with fixed-blade broad heads.

The choice of many 3-D shooters as well as hunters using mechanical broad heads.The choice of many 3-D shooters as well as hunters using mechanical broad heads.The choice of many 3-D shooters as well as hunters using mechanical broad heads.The choice of many 3-D shooters as well as hunters using mechanical broad heads.The choice of many 3-D shooters as well as hunters using mechanical broad heads.The choice of many 3-D shooters as well as hunters using mechanical broad heads.The choice of many 3-D shooters as well as hunters using mechanical broad heads.The choice of many 3-D shooters as well as hunters using mechanical broad heads.The choice of many 3-D shooters as well as hunters using mechanical broad heads.
NY NO NG WH BK

The choice of many 3-D shooters as well as hunters using mechanical broad heads.The choice of many 3-D shooters as well as hunters using mechanical broad heads.The choice of many 3-D shooters as well as hunters using mechanical broad heads.The choice of many 3-D shooters as well as hunters using mechanical broad heads.The choice of many 3-D shooters as well as hunters using mechanical broad heads.
BK

The choice of many 3-D shooters as well as hunters using mechanical broad heads.
RD SB HP

length height weight
gramsgrainsmillimetersinchesmillimetersinches

1.5 38.1 0.49 10.16 4.5 0.26

Mini
Blazer®

100 pk 1000 pk
10842 10843

Minimal arrow drag .
Less weight & increased

steering.

Mini-Blazer® VANE

NG BK WH NO NYHow many benefits of the original Blazer® vane can we squeeze into the smallest
vane available?  All of them!  The Micro-Blazer® was designed specifically with the
target shooter in mind and is popular among many 3-D shooters.  The Micro has the 
steering capabilities of the original Blazer® vane with minimal weight for the least wind 
drift. The base of every vane is chemically treated for maximum adhesion.
NOT recommended for use with broad heads. 

length height weight
gramsgrainsmillimetersinchesmillimetersinches

1 25.4 0.4 10.2 2 0.13

Micro
Blazer®

100 pk 1000 pk
10822 10823

Micro-Blazer® VANE

NO SBWH NY RDBK HPNG
The longest vane available in our lineup, the Killer® boasts maximum accuracy, maximum durability, and 
minimum noise!  Killer® vanes maintain flexibility over a wide temperature range to assure consistent 
flight and performance regardless of conditions. They earn consistently high ratings among shooters who 
also recommend them to their fellow archers.  Recommended for indoor spot shooting and hunting with 
fixed or mechanical broad heads.  The base of every vane is chemically treated for maximum adhesion.

36 pk 100 pk 1000 pk
10501 10502 10503

length height weight
gramsgrainsmillimetersinchesmillimetersinches

4 101.6 0.5 12.7 12.5 0.81

Killer
™ 

Vane

Killer
™
 Vane

Maximum
Durability!    
Minimum    
Noise!

unrivaled steering
out of a Micro

footprint
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This revolutionary vane is 
the result of over 2 years of 
research in aerodynamics and 
materials engineering.  Impulse™ 
is the super low-profile, light-weight, 
high-durability vane that is blowing away 
the competition across the country and the 

globe.  Thanks to its low profile, the Impulse™ has 14% less chance of hitting the arrow rest than the leading Mylar vane.  
Further tests show that in the event of rest contact, there is significantly less shaft deflection than with Mylar vanes.  The 
composite vane material integrates a technology typically used in the aerospace industry, and maintains its stiffness while 
resulting in 50% less weight than our standard material.  This, combined with its low profile, makes the Impulse™ very 
efficient in high winds and unstable conditions.  Though this vane was designed primarily for Olympic Recurve shooters, 
compound shooters around the world are also reporting fabulous results. Impulse™ vanes are available in 3” and 4” lengths, 
9 colors, packages of 40, 100 and 1000. 

length height weight

3 76.2 0.3 7.62 4 0.26
inches millimeters inches millimeters grains grams

length height weight

4 101.6 0.3 7.62 5 0.32
inches millimeters inches millimeters grains grams

JDBK NYLB WHHP LMBK HP JD WHNYLMLBRU NORU

IMPULSE
™ 
VANE The composite vane material

integrates a technology used in 
the aerospace industry to

maintain durability at
a 50% lighter weight!

Center Of Pressure: 
The Impulse®

vane matched
the stability

performance of 
Mylar vanes as 

measured by the 
distance between 

the Center of
Pressure and the 
Center of Gravity.

Motion: An arrow fletched with Impulse® vanes is less
deflected upon contact with the rest.

Turbulence: An arrow fletched with
Impulse® vanes is less affected by strong wind turbulences.
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40 pk 100pk 1000 pk
101008 101007 101006

40 pk 100pk 1000 pk
101011 101010 101009

3” Impulse®
 

XVane
4” Impulse®

 
XVane

NEW!



BK SBWH NO RDNG HPNY
X-Vanes™ incorporate 60 years of arrow building expertise with our legendary quality, with
durability and accuracy built into each and every one.  No wonder so many top archers have 
switched to X-Vanes™ with their low profile, incredible performance, and fletch
clearance second to none!  Archers are reporting quieter shots and better groupings against 
comparable competitor vanes.  X-Vanes™ are available in 4 profiles:  1.5” Shield Cut, 1.75” 
Shield Cut, 2.25” Shield Cut and 3” Parabolic.  The base of every vane is chemically treated 
for maximum adhesion.

BK BL WH PU RD NG HP NY SG SW SBNONR

36 pk 100 pk 1000 pk
10771 10772 10773

length height weight

1.5 38.1 0.34 8.636 3 0.19

1.5” Shield 
cut XVane

™

inches millimeters inches millimeters grains grams

length height weight

1.75 44.5 0.39 9.906 3.5 0.23

1.75” Shield 
cut XVane

™

inches millimeters inches millimeters grains grams

length height weight

2.25 57.2 0.39 9.906 5 0.32

2.25” Shield 
cut XVane

™

inches millimeters inches millimeters grains grams

inches millimeters inches millimeters grains grams

36 pk 100 pk 1000 pk
10771 10772 10773

length height weight

3 76.2 0.46 11.7 8.5 0.55

3” ParaBolic 
XVane

™

XVANES
™
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“I am shooting 
the 1.75” vanes 

and I am very 
impressed

with their
performance. 

They shoot 
well and also 

look great.”   
-Dani Brown,

Gold Medalist,  2012 Paralympics



KIWI
(KW)

ROSE
(RS)

LIME
(LM)

TANGERINE
(TG)

APRICOT
(AP)

NEON
GREEN

(NG)

NEON
ORANGE

(NO)

NEON
YELLOW

(NY)

BLACK
(BK)

WHITE
(WH)

Fits standard carbon size and shafts fitted with the Super Uni-Bushing system.  Insert, align and go!
Incorporates an index and alignment feature and a nock recess to eliminate cracks and gouges while keeping
the nock snugly fitted to the string.  Made of durable, impact-resistant polycarbonate.  Available in 10 colors.

1006 1008 1009
12 pk 100 pk 1000 pkSHAFT SIZE THROAT WEIGHTSIGNATURE® 

NOCK 19/64” 0.120 12.7 grains

ROSE
(RS)

LIME
(LM)

APRICOT
(AP)

WHITE
(WH)

YELLOW
(YE)

A polybutyrate nock that incorporates a tight fit with a deep throat; the T nock features 
safety nodes built into the rear of the throat to keep arrow on the bowstring during draw and 
let-down. The T Nock is recommended for all aluminum and wood swedged end shafts. 
Available in 3 sizes: 11/32”, 5/16” and *1/4”, and 5 colors.

12 pk 100 pk 1000 pk
1054T 1055T 1056T

• 1/4” nocks
available in white 

1000 pks only.

“T”
NOCK 23/64” 0.116 14.8 gr.

SHAFT SIZE THROAT WEIGHT
11/32

21/64” 0.116 13.9 gr.
SHAFT SIZE THROAT WEIGHT

5/16

17/64” 0.116 5.9 gr.
SHAFT SIZE THROAT WEIGHT

1/4

SIGNATURE® NOCK

“T” NOCK
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A small, press-fit nock designed for “D” loops. The Blazer® nock has a
double lock throat that is just tight enough to keep the shaft on your string
while maintaining an incredibly clean release. Fits Easton Super Uni-Bushing
system and standard carbon shafts. Made of durable, impact-resistant
polycarbonate.  Available in 15 colors.

12 pk 100 pk 1000 pk
1003 1004 1005

SHAFT SIZE THROAT WEIGHTBlazer® 
Nock 19/64” 0.120 10.3 grains

A small, press-fit nock designed for “D” loops and axis-style small diameter arrows.
The “A” Nock features the same double lock throat system as the Blazer® Double Lock 
Nock to keep the shaft on your string during “let-down” while maintaining an incredibly 
clean release. Made of durable, impact-resistant polycarbonate.   Available in 15 colors.

12 pk 100 pk 1000 pk
10151 10152 10153

SHAFT SIZE THROAT WEIGHT
A-NOCK 17/64” 0.120 7 grains

Blazer® Nock

A-NOCK
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KIWI
(KW)

ROSE
(RS)

LIME
(LM)

TANGERINE
(TG)

APRICOT
(AP)

NEON
GREEN

(NG)

ELECTRIC
BLUE
(EB)

APRICOT LIME NEONROSETANGERINE ELECTRICKIWI NEON
ORANGE

(NO)

NEON
YELLOW

(NY)

BLACK
(BK)

WHITE
(WH)

RED
(RD)

SATIN 
BLUE
(SB)

RUBY
(RU)

SATIN WHITE
(SW)

While Supplies Last

KIWI
(KW)

ROSE
(RS)

LIME
(LM)

TANGERINE
(TG)

APRICOT
(AP)

NEON
GREEN

(NG)

NEON
ORANGE

(NO)

NEON
YELLOW

(NY)

BLACK
(BK)

WHITE
(WH)

ELECTRIC
BLUE
(EB)

RED
(RD)

SATIN
BLUE
(SB)

RUBY
(RU)

TANGERINE WHITEAPRICOT RUBYSATINSATINROSE NEONNEONNEONLIME TANGERINEAPRICOT BLACKWHITE BLACKELECTRICELECTRIC
YELLOW

RED WHITENEONKIWITANGERINE ELECTRIC SATIN WHITE
(SW)

While Supplies Last

NEW!
color

NEW!
color



Target archers worldwide swear by the accuracy, durability, and clean release of the Bohning® Pin Nock.  The Pin Nock will 
fit any shaft with a pin nock adaptor, and is available in 2 throat diameters, .106 & .120, and 15 colors.

The “F” Nock is a small, press-fit nock designed for “D” loops and made of durable,
impact-resistant polycarbonate.  F-Nocks are available in 2 sizes: a double lock standard
throat (.120) and smooth small throat (.106).  Small throat fits .088 size strings.
Available in 15 colors.

12 pk 100 pk 1000 pk
10181 10182 10183

SHAFT SIZE THROAT WEIGHT
F-NOCK
SMALL
THROAT

Any 0.106 6 grains

12 pk 100 pk 1000 pk
10141 10142 10143

SHAFT SIZE THROAT WEIGHT
F-NOCK

STANDARD
THROAT

Any 0.120 6 grains

12 pk 100 pk 1000 pk
10161 10162 10163

SHAFT SIZE THROAT WEIGHT
PIN-NOCK
SMALL
THROAT

Any 0.106 3 grains

12 pk 100 pk 1000 pk
10071 10072 10073

SHAFT SIZE THROAT WEIGHT
PIN-NOCK
STANDARD
THROAT

Any 0.120 3 grains

F-NOCK

PIN-NOCK
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KIWI
(KW)

ROSE
(RS)

LIME
(LM)

TANGERINE
(TG)

APRICOT
(AP)

NEON
GREEN

(NG)

NEON
ORANGE

(NO)

NEON
YELLOW

(NY)

BLACK
(BK)

WHITE
(WH)

ELECTRIC
BLUE
(EB)

RED
(RD)

SATIN
BLUE
(SB)

RUBY
(RU)

SATIN WHITE
(SW)

While Supplies Last

KIWI
(KW)

ROSE
(RS)

LIME
(LM)

TANGERINE
(TG)

APRICOT
(AP)

NEON
GREEN

(NG)

NEON
ORANGE

(NO)

NEON
YELLOW

(NY)

BLACK
(BK)

WHITE
(WH)

ELECTRIC
BLUE
(EB)

RED
(RD)

SATIN
BLUE
(SB)

RUBY
(RU)

SATIN WHITE
(SW)

While Supplies Last

SATIN WHITESATIN WHITE

NEW!
color

NEW!
color



A traditional nock for all long-bow and finger shooters, Bohning® 
Classic nocks are the best glue-on nocks out there!
This polybutyrate nock incorporates an indexer for quick and easy 
alignment, and provides a deep soft-snap onto the string.
The “Classic” is the nock of choice for Traditional archers, and is 
suited for wood and aluminum shafts with a standard nock taper.   
Available in 2 sizes: 11/32”  and 5/16”, 1000 packs only.  Available in 
6 colors.

LIME
(LM)

ORANGE
(OR)

BLACK
(BK)

YELLOW
(YE)

WHITE
(WH)

A traditional nock for all long-bow and finger shooters, Bohning® 

BLACK
(BK)

A traditional nock for all long-bow and finger shooters, Bohning® 

ORANGE
(OR)

A traditional nock for all long-bow and finger shooters, Bohning® 

ORANGE
(OR)

A traditional nock for all long-bow and finger shooters, Bohning® 

YELLOW
(YE)

A traditional nock for all long-bow and finger shooters, Bohning® 

YELLOW

A traditional nock for all long-bow and finger shooters, Bohning® 

WHITE
(WH)

A traditional nock for all long-bow and finger shooters, Bohning® 

WHITE
(WH)

A traditional nock for all long-bow and finger shooters, Bohning® 

LIME
(LM)

A traditional nock for all long-bow and finger shooters, Bohning® 

RED
(RD)

Designed by legendary Hall of Famer and U.S. Olympic Archery Coach, Al Henderson, the
Legend nock is a polybutyrate nock that  stands up to incredible punishment. The Legend nock is 
great for short compound bows, all NASP swedged end shafts,
and excellent for bowfishing.   This super-duty nock is recommended
for aluminum, wood and fiberglass shafts, and is available in: 5/16” 
and 9/32 sizes.

Designed by legendary Hall of Famer and U.S. Olympic Archery Coach, Al Henderson, the

WHITE
(WH)

LIME
(LM)

100 pk 1000 pk
1058 1059

1000 pk
10133

CLASSIC
NOCK 23/64” 0.116 13 grains

SHAFT SIZE THROAT WEIGHT
11/32

21/64” 0.116 10 grains
SHAFT SIZE THROAT WEIGHT

5/16

LEGEND
NOCK 19/64” 0.107 8 grains

SHAFT SIZE THROAT WEIGHT
9/32

21/64” 0.107 11 gr.
SHAFT SIZE THROAT WEIGHT

5/16

CLASSIC NOCK

LEGEND NOCK

100 pk 1000 pk

Easy removal or alignment of Signature nocks.

1 ea
1622NOCK-OUT

Insert and position most nocks without damaging nock ears. 2 channels for multiple nock sizes.

1 ea
1620

NOCK INDEXING 
TOOL

SIG. NOCK • EASTON A NOCK
UNI-NOCK • BEITER • CX STD. CARBON 

NOCK • GOLD TIP STD. NOCK

BLAZER® NOCK • A-NOCK • F-NOCK
PIN NOCK • EASTON G NOCK

GOLD TIP PIN NOCK • EASTON PIN NOCK

LARGE SIDE SMALL SIDE (BOHNING PRINT)
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Sm
 C

ar
bo

n
X

S 
C

ar
bo

n

Std. Carbon

Sm. Carbon

XS Carbon

CARBON (UP TO 19/64”) SM CARBON (UP TO 17/64”) XS CARBON (UP TO 14/64”)
weightwidthweightwidthweightwidth

1.125”/ 28.6mm 5.6 gr. 1”/ 25.4mm 5.2 gr. .875”/ 22.23mm 4.3 gr.

4” Red Stone
TRIBAL HD

Carbon Sm Carbon XS Carbon
501001RST 501002RST 501003RST

Sm
 C

ar
bo

n

Place end of shaft over circle templates, on left, to determine specific wrap size.Arrow Wraps
Simple & Easy “Roll On” Application! Use a semi-soft,

flat surface, like a mouse pad!
1)  Wipe shaft surface with soap and hot water.  Let air dry.
2)  Remove arrow wrap backing. Place wrap face down on semi-soft surface.
3)  Position shaft & align with edge of wrap.  Slide shaft toward arrow wrap until full length of wrap is in contact with shaft.
4)  Using steady down pressure, roll shaft.
5)  For added adhesion, an extra roll on a hard surface is recommended.

Tech-Tip: When fletching a wrapped shaft, make sure and place the “index fletching” over the seam. This helps secure the wrap.
Removing Arrow Wraps:

Opt 1:  Scrape arrow wrap off using Bohning’s “Stripper” tool.  Clean residue with Limoxyl™.  Opt 2:  Soak in hot tap water for approx. 5 min.  
Peel arrow wrap off.  Clean residue with Limoxyl™.   Opt 3:  Heat arrow wrap with hair dryer until soft.  Peel arrow wrap off.  Clean residue with 
Limoxyl™.  Final Step: Clean shaft with soap & hot water.
The largest selection of colors, sizes & cool designs!  The Blazer® Wrap is the perfect match for Blazer® style vanes!  Dress up your hunting 

or target arrows for increased visibility and style.  Each package contains 13 Arrow wraps. 
Promote your company or store with custom arrow wraps! Call: 231-229-4247 for information!

 surface.
3)  Position shaft & align with edge of wrap.  Slide shaft toward arrow wrap until full length of wrap is in contact with shaft.
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Std. Carbon

Sm. Carbon

XS Carbon

CARBON (UP TO 19/64”) SM CARBON (UP TO 17/64”) XS CARBON (UP TO 14/64”)
weightwidthweightwidthweightwidth

1.125”/ 28.6mm 5.6 gr. 1”/ 25.4mm 5.2 gr. .875”/ 22.23mm 4.3 gr.

4” Blue Stone
TRIBAL HD

Carbon Sm Carbon XS Carbon
501001BST 501002BST 501003BST

Sm
 C

ar
bo

n

CARBON (UP TO 19/64”) SM CARBON (UP TO 17/64”) XS CARBON (UP TO 14/64”)
weightwidthweightwidthweightwidth

1.125”/ 28.6mm 5.6 gr. 1”/ 25.4mm 5.2 gr. .875”/ 22.23mm 4.3 gr.

4” MossyOak® 
HD

Carbon Sm Carbon XS Carbon
501001MO 501002MO 501003MO

Sm
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Std. Carbon

Sm. Carbon

XS Carbon Sm
 C
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weightwidthweightwidthweightwidth
1.125”/ 28.6mm 5.6 gr. 1”/ 25.4mm 5.2 gr. .875”/ 22.23mm 4.3 gr.

4” TRIBAL 
Flames HD

Carbon Sm Carbon XS Carbon
501001TF 501002TF 501003TF

CARBON (UP TO 19/64”) SM CARBON (UP TO 17/64”) XS CARBON (UP TO 14/64”)

Sm
 C
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bo

n
X

S 
C
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bo

n

Std. Carbon

Sm. Carbon

XS Carbon Sm
 C

ar
bo

n

weightwidthweightwidthweightwidth
1.125”/ 28.6mm 5.6 gr. 1”/ 25.4mm 5.2 gr. .875”/ 22.23mm 4.3 gr.

4” Red
Smoke HD

Carbon Sm Carbon XS Carbon
501001RS 501002RS 501003RS

CARBON (UP TO 19/64”) SM CARBON (UP TO 17/64”) XS CARBON (UP TO 14/64”)

Sm
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n
X

S 
C
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n

Std. Carbon

Sm. Carbon

XS Carbon Sm
 C

ar
bo

n
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weightwidthweightwidthweightwidth
1.125”/ 28.6mm 5.6 gr. 1”/ 25.4mm 5.2 gr. .875”/ 22.23mm 4.3 gr.

4” Skulls HD

Carbon Sm Carbon XS Carbon
501001SK 501002SK 501003SK

CARBON (UP TO 19/64”) SM CARBON (UP TO 17/64”) XS CARBON (UP TO 14/64”)
Sm

 C
ar

bo
n

X
S 

C
ar

bo
n

Std. Carbon

Sm. Carbon

XS Carbon Sm
 C

ar
bo

n

NEW!

weightwidthweightwidthweightwidth
1.125”/ 28.6mm 5.6 gr. 1”/ 25.4mm 5.2 gr. .875”/ 22.23mm 4.3 gr.

4” Blue
Lightning HD

Carbon Sm Carbon XS Carbon
501001BL 501002BL 501003BL

CARBON (UP TO 19/64”) SM CARBON (UP TO 17/64”) XS CARBON (UP TO 14/64”)

Sm
 C

ar
bo

n
X

S 
C

ar
bo

n

Std. Carbon

Sm. Carbon

XS Carbon Sm
 C

ar
bo

n



weightwidthweightwidthweightwidth
1.125”/ 28.6mm 5.6 gr. 1”/ 25.4mm 5.2 gr. .875”/ 22.23mm 4.3 gr.

4” Whitetail
Journey HD

Carbon Sm Carbon XS Carbon
501001WA 501002WA 501003WA

CARBON (UP TO 19/64”) SM CARBON (UP TO 17/64”) XS CARBON (UP TO 14/64”)

Sm
 C

ar
bo

n
X

S 
C

ar
bo

n

Std. Carbon

Sm. Carbon

XS Carbon Sm
 C

ar
bo

n

weightwidthweightwidthweightwidth
1.125”/ 28.6mm 5.6 gr. 1”/ 25.4mm 5.2 gr. .875”/ 22.23mm 4.3 gr.

4” Blue Rusted 
Flame HD

Carbon Sm Carbon XS Carbon
501001BRF 501002BRF 501003BRF

CARBON (UP TO 19/64”) SM CARBON (UP TO 17/64”) XS CARBON (UP TO 14/64”)

Sm
 C

ar
bo

n
X

S 
C

ar
bo

n

Std. Carbon

Sm. Carbon

XS Carbon Sm
 C

ar
bo

n

34

weightwidthweightwidthweightwidth
1.125”/ 28.6mm 5.6 gr. 1”/ 25.4mm 5.2 gr. .875”/ 22.23mm 4.3 gr.

4” Bull’s-eye 
HD

Carbon Sm Carbon XS Carbon
501001BE 501002BE 501003BE

CARBON (UP TO 19/64”) SM CARBON (UP TO 17/64”) XS CARBON (UP TO 14/64”)

Sm
 C

ar
bo

n
X

S 
C

ar
bo

n

Std. Carbon

Sm. Carbon

XS Carbon Sm
 C

ar
bo

n

NEW!

weightwidthweightwidthweightwidth
1.125”/ 28.6mm 5.6 gr. 1”/ 25.4mm 5.2 gr. .875”/ 22.23mm 4.3 gr.

4” Red Rusted
Flame HD

Carbon Sm Carbon XS Carbon
501001RRF 501002RRF 501003RRF

CARBON (UP TO 19/64”) SM CARBON (UP TO 17/64”) XS CARBON (UP TO 14/64”)

Sm
 C

ar
bo

n
X

S 
C

ar
bo

n

Std. Carbon

Sm. Carbon

XS Carbon Sm
 C

ar
bo

n



weightwidthweightwidthweightwidth
1.125”/ 28.6mm 5.6 gr. 1”/ 25.4mm 5.2 gr. .875”/ 22.23mm 4.3 gr.

4” Yellow
Rusted Flame HD

Carbon Sm Carbon XS Carbon
501001YRF 501002YRF 501003YRF

CARBON (UP TO 19/64”) SM CARBON (UP TO 17/64”) XS CARBON (UP TO 14/64”)

Sm
 C

ar
bo

n
X

S 
C

ar
bo

n

Std. Carbon

Sm. Carbon

XS Carbon Sm
 C

ar
bo

n

weightwidthweightwidthweightwidth
1.125”/ 28.6mm 5.6 gr. 1”/ 25.4mm 5.2 gr. .875”/ 22.23mm 4.3 gr.

4” Red
Flame HD

Carbon Sm Carbon XS Carbon
501001RF 501002RF 501003RF

CARBON (UP TO 19/64”) SM CARBON (UP TO 17/64”) XS CARBON (UP TO 14/64”)

Sm
 C

ar
bo

n
X

S 
C

ar
bo

n

Std. Carbon

Sm. Carbon

XS Carbon Sm
 C

ar
bo

n
weightwidthweightwidthweightwidth

1.125”/ 28.6mm 5.6 gr. 1”/ 25.4mm 5.2 gr. .875”/ 22.23mm 4.3 gr.

4” Purple 
Flame HD

Carbon Sm Carbon XS Carbon
501001PF 501002PF 501003PF

CARBON (UP TO 19/64”) SM CARBON (UP TO 17/64”) XS CARBON (UP TO 14/64”)
Sm

 C
ar

bo
n

X
S 

C
ar

bo
n

Std. Carbon

Sm. Carbon

XS Carbon Sm
 C

ar
bo

n
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weightwidthweightwidthweightwidth
1.125”/ 28.6mm 5.6 gr. 1”/ 25.4mm 5.2 gr. .875”/ 22.23mm 4.3 gr.

4” Hot Pink 
Flame HD

Carbon Sm Carbon XS Carbon
501001HPF 501002HPF 501003HPF

CARBON (UP TO 19/64”) SM CARBON (UP TO 17/64”) XS CARBON (UP TO 14/64”)

Sm
 C

ar
bo

n
X

S 
C

ar
bo

n

Std. Carbon

Sm. Carbon

XS Carbon Sm
 C

ar
bo

n



weightwidthweightwidthweightwidth
1.125”/ 28.6mm 5.6 gr. 1”/ 25.4mm 5.2 gr. .875”/ 22.23mm 4.3 gr.

4” Blue & White
Flame HD

Carbon Sm Carbon XS Carbon
501001BWF 501002BWF 501003BWF

CARBON (UP TO 19/64”) SM CARBON (UP TO 17/64”) XS CARBON (UP TO 14/64”)

Sm
 C

ar
bo

n
X

S 
C

ar
bo

n

Std. Carbon

Sm. Carbon

XS Carbon Sm
 C

ar
bo

n

weightwidthweightwidthweightwidth
1.125”/ 28.6mm 5.6 gr. 1”/ 25.4mm 5.2 gr. .875”/ 22.23mm 4.3 gr.

4” Green & White
Flame HD

Carbon Sm Carbon XS Carbon
501001GWF 501002GWF 501003GWF

CARBON (UP TO 19/64”) SM CARBON (UP TO 17/64”) XS CARBON (UP TO 14/64”)

Sm
 C

ar
bo

n
X

S 
C

ar
bo

n

Std. Carbon

Sm. Carbon

XS Carbon Sm
 C

ar
bo

n

weightwidthweightwidthweightwidth
1.125”/ 28.6mm 5.6 gr. 1”/ 25.4mm 5.2 gr. .875”/ 22.23mm 4.3 gr.

4” Red & White
Flame HD

Carbon Sm Carbon XS Carbon
501001RWF 501002RWF 501003RWF

CARBON (UP TO 19/64”) SM CARBON (UP TO 17/64”) XS CARBON (UP TO 14/64”)

Sm
 C

ar
bo

n
X

S 
C

ar
bo

n

Std. Carbon

Sm. Carbon

XS Carbon Sm
 C

ar
bo

n
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weightwidthweightwidthweightwidth
1.125”/ 28.6mm 5.6 gr. 1”/ 25.4mm 4.4 gr. .875”/ 22.23mm 3.8 gr.

4” GREEN 
SPEED HD

Carbon Sm Carbon XS Carbon
501001GSP 501002GSP 501003GSP

CARBON (UP TO 19/64”) SM CARBON (UP TO 17/64”) XS CARBON (UP TO 14/64”)

Sm
 C

ar
bo

n
X

S 
C

ar
bo

n

Std. Carbon

Sm. Carbon

XS Carbon Sm
 C

ar
bo

n

NEW!
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weightwidthweightwidthweightwidth
1.125”/ 28.6mm 5.6 gr. 1”/ 25.4mm 5.2 gr. .875”/ 22.23mm 4.3 gr.

4” Black 
Speed  HD

Carbon Sm Carbon XS Carbon
501001BSP 501002BSP 501003BSP

CARBON (UP TO 19/64”) SM CARBON (UP TO 17/64”) XS CARBON (UP TO 14/64”)

Sm
 C

ar
bo

n
X

S 
C

ar
bo

n

Std. Carbon

Sm. Carbon

XS Carbon Sm
 C

ar
bo

n

NEW!

weightwidthweightwidthweightwidth
1.125”/ 28.6mm 5.6 gr. 1”/ 25.4mm 5.2 gr. .875”/ 22.23mm 4.3 gr.

4” Yellow 
Speed HD

Carbon Sm Carbon XS Carbon
501001YSP 501002YSP 501003YSP

CARBON (UP TO 19/64”) SM CARBON (UP TO 17/64”) XS CARBON (UP TO 14/64”)

Sm
 C

ar
bo

n
X

S 
C

ar
bo

n

Std. Carbon

Sm. Carbon

XS Carbon Sm
 C

ar
bo

n

NEW!

weightwidthweightwidthweightwidth
1.125”/ 28.6mm 5.6 gr. 1”/ 25.4mm 5.2 gr. .875”/ 22.23mm 4.3 gr.

4” Orange
Speed HD

Carbon Sm Carbon XS Carbon
501001OSP 501002OSP 501003OSP

CARBON (UP TO 19/64”) SM CARBON (UP TO 17/64”) XS CARBON (UP TO 14/64”)
Sm

 C
ar

bo
n

X
S 

C
ar

bo
n

Std. Carbon

Sm. Carbon

XS Carbon

NEW!

weightwidthweightwidthweightwidth
1.125”/ 28.6mm 8.8 gr. 1”/ 25.4mm 7.1 gr. .875”/ 22.23mm 6.3 gr.

4” BLACK 
SPLATTER HD

Carbon Sm Carbon XS Carbon
501001BSPT 501002BSPT 501003BSPT

CARBON (UP TO 19/64”) SM CARBON (UP TO 17/64”) XS CARBON (UP TO 14/64”)

Sm
 C

ar
bo

n
X

S 
C

ar
bo

n

Std. Carbon

Sm. Carbon

XS Carbon Sm
 C

ar
bo

n

NEW!



weightwidthweightwidthweightwidth
1.125”/ 28.6mm 5.6 gr. 1”/ 25.4mm 4.4 gr. .875”/ 22.23mm 3.8 gr.

4” Red
X-ray HD

Carbon Sm Carbon XS Carbon
501001RX 501002RX 501003RX

CARBON (UP TO 19/64”) SM CARBON (UP TO 17/64”) XS CARBON (UP TO 14/64”)

Sm
 C

ar
bo

n
X

S 
C

ar
bo

n

Std. Carbon

Sm. Carbon

XS Carbon Sm
 C

ar
bo

n

weightwidthweightwidthweightwidth
1.125”/ 28.6mm 5.6 gr. 1”/ 25.4mm 5.2 gr. .875”/ 22.23mm 4.3 gr.

4” Purple X-
ray HD

Carbon Sm Carbon XS Carbon
501001PX 501002PX 501003PX

CARBON (UP TO 19/64”) SM CARBON (UP TO 17/64”) XS CARBON (UP TO 14/64”)

Sm
 C

ar
bo

n
X

S 
C

ar
bo

n

Std. Carbon

Sm. Carbon

XS Carbon

38

weightwidthweightwidthweightwidth
1.125”/ 28.6mm 5.6 gr. 1”/ 25.4mm 4.4 gr. .875”/ 22.23mm 3.8 gr.

4” White 
SPLATTER HD

Carbon Sm Carbon XS Carbon
501001WSPT 501002WSPT 501003WSPT

CARBON (UP TO 19/64”) SM CARBON (UP TO 17/64”) XS CARBON (UP TO 14/64”)

Sm
 C

ar
bo

n
X

S 
C

ar
bo

n

Std. Carbon

Sm. Carbon

XS Carbon Sm
 C

ar
bo

n

NEW!

NEW!

NEW!

weightwidthweightwidthweightwidth
1.125”/ 28.6mm 5.6 gr. 1”/ 25.4mm 4.4 gr. .875”/ 22.23mm 3.8 gr.

4” Yellow
X-ray HD

Carbon Sm Carbon XS Carbon
501001YX 501002YX 501003YX

CARBON (UP TO 19/64”) SM CARBON (UP TO 17/64”) XS CARBON (UP TO 14/64”)

Sm
 C

ar
bo

n
X

S 
C

ar
bo

n

Std. Carbon

Sm. Carbon

XS Carbon Sm
 C

ar
bo

n

NEW!



weightwidthweightwidthweightwidth
1.125”/ 28.6mm 5.6 gr. 1”/ 25.4mm 5.2 gr. .875”/ 22.23mm 4.3 gr.

4” Orange
X-ray HD

Carbon Sm Carbon XS Carbon
501001OX 501002OX 501003OX

CARBON (UP TO 19/64”) SM CARBON (UP TO 17/64”) XS CARBON (UP TO 14/64”)

weightwidthweightwidthweightwidth
1.125”/ 28.6mm 5.6 gr. 1”/ 25.4mm 5.2 gr. .875”/ 22.23mm 4.3 gr.

4” Green
X-ray HD

Carbon Sm Carbon XS Carbon
501001GX 501002GX 501003GX

CARBON (UP TO 19/64”) SM CARBON (UP TO 17/64”) XS CARBON (UP TO 14/64”)

weightwidthweightwidthweightwidth
1.125”/ 28.6mm 5.6 gr. 1”/ 25.4mm 5.2 gr. .875”/ 22.23mm 4.3 gr.

4” Blue
X-ray HD

Carbon Sm Carbon XS Carbon
501001BX 501002BX 501003BX

CARBON (UP TO 19/64”) SM CARBON (UP TO 17/64”) XS CARBON (UP TO 14/64”)
Sm

 C
ar

bo
n

X
S 

C
ar

bo
n

Std. Carbon

Sm. Carbon

XS Carbon Sm
 C

ar
bo

n
Sm

 C
ar

bo
n

X
S 

C
ar

bo
n

Std. Carbon

Sm. Carbon

XS Carbon Sm
 C

ar
bo

n
Sm

 C
ar

bo
n

X
S 

C
ar

bo
n

Std. Carbon

Sm. Carbon

XS Carbon Sm
 C

ar
bo

n

weightwidthweightwidthweightwidth
1.125”/ 28.6mm 5.6 gr. 1”/ 25.4mm 5.2 gr. .875”/ 22.23mm 4.3 gr.

4” Camo HD

Carbon Sm Carbon XS Carbon
18136 18236 18536

CARBON (UP TO 19/64”) SM CARBON (UP TO 17/64”) XS CARBON (UP TO 14/64”)

Sm
 C

ar
bo

n
X

S 
C

ar
bo

n

Std. Carbon

Sm. Carbon

XS Carbon Sm
 C

ar
bo

n
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NEW!

NEW!

NEW!



weightwidthweightwidthweightwidth
1.125”/ 28.6mm 5.6 gr. 1”/ 25.4mm 5.2 gr. .875”/ 22.23mm 4.3 gr.

4” Bohning 
Logo

Carbon Sm Carbon XS Carbon
18150 18251 18551

CARBON (UP TO 19/64”) SM CARBON (UP TO 17/64”) XS CARBON (UP TO 14/64”)

Sm
 C

ar
bo

n
X

S 
C

ar
bo

n

Std. Carbon

Sm. Carbon

XS Carbon Sm
 C

ar
bo

n

weightwidthweightwidthweightwidth
1.125”/ 28.6mm 5.6 gr. 1”/ 25.4mm 5.2 gr. .875”/ 22.23mm 4.3 gr.

4” Whitetail 
Hunter

Carbon Sm Carbon XS Carbon
18135 18225 18535

CARBON (UP TO 19/64”) SM CARBON (UP TO 17/64”) XS CARBON (UP TO 14/64”)

Sm
 C

ar
bo

n
X

S 
C

ar
bo

n

Std. Carbon

Sm. Carbon

XS Carbon Sm
 C

ar
bo

n
Sm

 C
ar

bo
n

X
S 

C
ar

bo
n

Std. Carbon

Sm. Carbon

XS Carbon

Sm
 C

ar
bo

n
X

S 
C

ar
bo

n

Std. Carbon

Sm. Carbon

XS Carbon

CARBON (UP TO 19/64”) SM CARBON (UP TO 17/64”) XS CARBON (UP TO 14/64”)
weightwidthweightwidthweightwidth

1.125”/ 28.6mm 5.6 gr. 1”/ 25.4mm 5.2 gr. .875”/ 22.23mm 4.3 gr.

4” Stars &
Stripes HD

Carbon Sm Carbon XS Carbon
501001US 501002US 501003US

weightwidthweightwidthweightwidth
1.125”/ 28.6mm 5.6 gr. 1”/ 25.4mm 5.2 gr. .875”/ 22.23mm 4.3 gr.

4” Pink
Camo HD

Carbon Sm Carbon XS Carbon
501001PC 501002PC 501003PC

CARBON (UP TO 19/64”) SM CARBON (UP TO 17/64”) XS CARBON (UP TO 14/64”)

Sm
 C

ar
bo

n
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NEW!



CARBON (UP TO 19/64”) SM CARBON (UP TO 17/64”) XS CARBON (UP TO 14/64”)
weightwidthweightwidthweightwidth

1.125”-28.6mm 8.8 gr. 1” - 25.4mm 7.1 gr. .875” - 22.2mm 6.3 gr. 1.375”-34.9mm 9.9 gr. 1.5” - 38.1mm 10.7 gr.

4” Neon 
Yellow

Carbon Sm Carbon XS Carbon Aluminum Fat Shaft
18114 18214 18504 18104 18304

ALUM. (20/64”TO 24/64”) 
weightwidth

FAT SHAFT (25/64 - 26/64)
weightwidth

Fat Shaft

Aluminum

Std. Carbon

Sm. Carbon

XS Carbon

Sm
 C

ar
bo

n
X

S 
C

ar
bo

n

C
ar

bo
n

A
lu

m
in

um

SM CARBON (UP TO 17/64”) XS CARBON (UP TO 14/64”) ALUM. (20/64”TO 24/64”) FAT SHAFT (

A
lu

m
in

um

weightwidthweightwidthweightwidth
1.125”/ 28.6mm 8.8 gr. 1”/ 25.4mm 7.1 gr. .875”/ 22.23mm 6.3 gr.

4” Neon
Orange

Carbon Sm Carbon XS Carbon
18111 18211 18511

CARBON (UP TO 19/64”) SM CARBON (UP TO 17/64”) XS CARBON (UP TO 14/64”)

Sm
 C

ar
bo

n
X

S 
C

ar
bo

n

Std. Carbon

Sm. Carbon

XS Carbon Sm
 C

ar
bo

n

CARBON (UP TO 19/64”) SM CARBON (UP TO 17/64”) XS CARBON (UP TO 14/64”)
weightwidthweightwidthweightwidth

1.125”-28.6mm 8.8 gr. 1” - 25.4mm 7.1 gr. .875” - 22.2mm 6.3 gr. 1.375”-34.9mm 9.9 gr. 1.5” - 38.1mm 10.7 gr.

4”
White

Carbon Sm Carbon XS Carbon Aluminum Fat Shaft
18115 18215 18515 18105 18315

ALUM. (20/64”TO 24/64”) 
weightwidth

FAT SHAFT (25/64 - 26/64)
weightwidth

Fat Shaft

Aluminum

Std. Carbon

Sm. Carbon

XS Carbon

Sm
 C

ar
bo

n
X

S 
C

ar
bo

n

C
ar

bo
n

A
lu

m
in

um

SM CARBON (UP TO 17/64”) XS CARBON (UP TO 14/64”) ALUM. (20/64”TO 24/64”) FAT SHAFT (

A
lu

m
in

um

Carbon Sm Carbon XS Carbon Aluminum Fat Shaft
18112 18212 18512 18102 18302

CARBON (UP TO 19/64”) SM CARBON (UP TO 17/64”) XS CARBON (UP TO 14/64”)
weightwidthweightwidthweightwidth

1.125”-28.6mm 8.8 gr. 1” - 25.4mm 7.1 gr. .875” - 22.2mm 6.3 gr. 1.375”-34.9mm 9.9 gr. 1.5” - 38.1mm 10.7 gr.

4” Hot
Pink

ALUM. (20/64”TO 24/64”) 
weightwidth

FAT SHAFT (25/64 - 26/64)
weightwidth

Fat Shaft

Aluminum

Std. Carbon

Sm. Carbon

XS Carbon

Sm
 C

ar
bo

n
X

S 
C

ar
bo

n

C
ar

bo
n

A
lu

m
in

um
SM CARBON (UP TO 17/64”) XS CARBON (UP TO 14/64”) ALUM. (20/64”TO 24/64”) FAT SHAFT (

A
lu

m
in

um
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weightwidthweightwidthweightwidth
1.125”/ 28.6mm 8.8 gr. 1”/ 25.4mm 7.1 gr. .875”/ 22.23mm 6.3 gr.

4” Neon 
Green

Carbon Sm Carbon XS Carbon
18110 18210 18510

CARBON (UP TO 19/64”) SM CARBON (UP TO 17/64”) XS CARBON (UP TO 14/64”)

weightwidthweightwidthweightwidth
1.125”/ 28.6mm 8.8 gr. 1”/ 25.4mm 7.1 gr. .875”/ 22.23mm 6.3 gr.

4” Neon Red

Carbon Sm Carbon XS Carbon
18113 18213 18513

CARBON (UP TO 19/64”) SM CARBON (UP TO 17/64”) XS CARBON (UP TO 14/64”)

Sm
 C

ar
bo

n
X

S 
C

ar
bo

n

Std. Carbon

Sm. Carbon

XS Carbon Sm
 C

ar
bo

n
Sm

 C
ar

bo
n

X
S 

C
ar

bo
n

Std. Carbon

Sm. Carbon

XS Carbon Sm
 C

ar
bo

n

Carbon Sm Carbon XS Carbon Aluminum Fat Shaft
18175 18265 18575 18165 18365

CARBON (UP TO 19/64”) SM CARBON (UP TO 17/64”) XS CARBON (UP TO 14/64”)
weightwidthweightwidthweightwidth

1.125”-28.6mm 8.8 gr. 1” - 25.4mm 7.1 gr. .875” - 22.2mm 6.3 gr. 1.375”-34.9mm 9.9 gr. 1.5” - 38.1mm 10.7 gr.

4” Yellow
Tiger

ALUM. (20/64”TO 24/64”) 
weightwidth

FAT SHAFT (25/64 - 26/64)
weightwidth

Fat Shaft

Aluminum

Std. Carbon

Sm. Carbon

XS Carbon

Sm
 C

ar
bo

n
X

S 
C

ar
bo

n

C
ar

bo
n

A
lu

m
in

um

SM CARBON (UP TO 17/64”) XS CARBON (UP TO 14/64”) ALUM. (20/64”TO 24/64”) FAT SHAFT (

Std. Carbon

Sm. Carbon

18177 18277 18577

weightwidthweightwidthweightwidth
1.125”/ 28.6mm 8.8 gr. 1”/ 25.4mm 7.1 gr. .875”/ 22.23mm 6.3 gr.

4” Reflective 
Wrap

Carbon Sm Carbon XS Carbon

CARBON (UP TO 19/64”) SM CARBON (UP TO 17/64”) XS CARBON (UP TO 14/64”)

Sm
 C

ar
bo

n
X

S 
C

ar
bo

n

Std. Carbon

Sm. Carbon

XS Carbon Sm
 C

ar
bo

n
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weightwidthweightwidthweightwidth
1.125”/ 28.6mm 8.8 gr. 1”/ 25.4mm 7.1 gr. .875”/ 22.23mm 6.3 gr.

4” Orange 
Tiger

Carbon Sm Carbon XS Carbon
18173 18263 18573

CARBON (UP TO 19/64”) SM CARBON (UP TO 17/64”) XS CARBON (UP TO 14/64”)

weightwidthweightwidthweightwidth
1.125”/ 28.6mm 8.8 gr. 1”/ 25.4mm 7.1 gr. .875”/ 22.23mm 6.3 gr.

4” Pink & 
White Tiger

Carbon Sm Carbon XS Carbon
18168 18268 18568

CARBON (UP TO 19/64”) SM CARBON (UP TO 17/64”) XS CARBON (UP TO 14/64”)

weightwidthweightwidthweightwidth
1.125”/ 28.6mm 8.8 gr. 1”/ 25.4mm 7.1 gr. .875”/ 22.23mm 6.3 gr.

4” Pink & 
Black Tiger

Carbon Sm Carbon XS Carbon
18176 18266 18576

CARBON (UP TO 19/64”) SM CARBON (UP TO 17/64”) XS CARBON (UP TO 14/64”)
Sm

 C
ar

bo
n

X
S 

C
ar

bo
n

Std. Carbon

Sm. Carbon

XS Carbon

Sm
 C

ar
bo

n
X

S 
C

ar
bo

n

Std. Carbon

Sm. Carbon

XS Carbon

Sm
 C

ar
bo

n
Sm

 C
ar

bo
n

Sm
 C

ar
bo

n
X

S 
C

ar
bo

n

Std. Carbon

Sm. Carbon

XS Carbon Sm
 C

ar
bo

n
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weightwidthweightwidthweightwidth
1.125”/ 28.6mm 5.6 gr. 1”/ 25.4mm 4.7 gr. .875”/ 22.23mm 3.9 gr.

4” Clear 
White Tiger

Carbon Sm Carbon XS Carbon
18174 18274 18574

CARBON (UP TO 19/64”) SM CARBON (UP TO 17/64”) XS CARBON (UP TO 14/64”)

Sm
 C

ar
bo

n
X

S 
C

ar
bo

n

Std. Carbon

Sm. Carbon

XS Carbon Sm
 C

ar
bo

n



weightwidthweightwidthweightwidth
1.25”/ 31.75mm 5.6 gr. 1”/ 25.4mm 4.4 gr. .875”/ 22.23mm 3.8 gr.

4” Purple
Tiger

Carbon Sm Carbon XS Carbon
18186 18286 18586

CARBON (UP TO 19/64”) SM CARBON (UP TO 17/64”) XS CARBON (UP TO 14/64”)

weightwidthweightwidthweightwidth
1.25”/ 31.75mm 8.8 gr. 1”/ 25.4mm 7.1 gr. .875”/ 22.23mm 6.3 gr.

4” Green & 
White Tiger

Carbon Sm Carbon XS Carbon
18185 18285 18585

CARBON (UP TO 19/64”) SM CARBON (UP TO 17/64”) XS CARBON (UP TO 14/64”)

weightwidthweightwidthweightwidth
1.25”/ 31.75mm 8.8 gr. 1”/ 25.4mm 7.1 gr. .875”/ 22.23mm 6.3 gr.

4” Green & 
Black Tiger

Carbon Sm Carbon XS Carbon
18167 18267 18567

CARBON (UP TO 19/64”) SM CARBON (UP TO 17/64”) XS CARBON (UP TO 14/64”)

Sm
 C

ar
bo

n
X

S 
C

ar
bo

n

Std. Carbon

Sm. Carbon

XS Carbon

Sm
 C

ar
bo

n
X

S 
C

ar
bo

n

Std. Carbon

Sm. Carbon

XS Carbon
Sm

 C
ar

bo
n

X
S 

C
ar

bo
n

Std. Carbon

Sm. Carbon

XS Carbon

Sm
 C

ar
bo

n
Sm

 C
ar

bo
n

Sm
 C

ar
bo

n

weightwidthweightwidthweightwidth
1.25”/ 31.75mm 5.6 gr. 1”/ 25.4mm 4.4 gr. .875”/ 22.23mm 3.8 gr.

4” White & 
Red Tiger

Carbon Sm Carbon XS Carbon
18187 18287 18587

CARBON (UP TO 19/64”) SM CARBON (UP TO 17/64”) XS CARBON (UP TO 14/64”)

Sm
 C

ar
bo

n
X

S 
C

ar
bo

n

Std. Carbon

Sm. Carbon

XS Carbon Sm
 C

ar
bo

n
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weightwidthweightwidthweightwidth
1.125”/ 28.6mm 8.8 gr. 1”/ 25.4mm 7.1 gr. .875”/ 22.23mm 6.3 gr.

4” Yellow & 
Orange Tiger

Carbon Sm Carbon XS Carbon
18188 18288 18588

CARBON (UP TO 19/64”) SM CARBON (UP TO 17/64”) XS CARBON (UP TO 14/64”)

weightwidthweightwidthweightwidth
1.125”/ 28.6mm 5.6 gr. 1”/ 25.4mm 4.4 gr. .875”/ 22.23mm 3.8 gr.

4” Blue & 
White Tiger

Carbon Sm Carbon XS Carbon
18179 18279 18579

CARBON (UP TO 19/64”) SM CARBON (UP TO 17/64”) XS CARBON (UP TO 14/64”)

Sm
 C

ar
bo

n
X

S 
C

ar
bo

n

Std. Carbon

Sm. Carbon

XS Carbon Sm
 C

ar
bo

n
Sm

 C
ar

bo
n

X
S 

C
ar

bo
n

Std. Carbon

Sm. Carbon

XS Carbon Sm
 C

ar
bo

n
weightwidthweightwidthweightwidth

1.125”/ 28.6mm 8.8 gr. 1”/ 25.4mm 7.1 gr. .875”/ 22.23mm 6.3 gr.
4” Red Tiger

Carbon Sm Carbon XS Carbon
18159 18249 18559

CARBON (UP TO 19/64”) SM CARBON (UP TO 17/64”) XS CARBON (UP TO 14/64”)
Sm

 C
ar

bo
n

X
S 

C
ar

bo
n

Std. Carbon

Sm. Carbon

XS Carbon Sm
 C

ar
bo

n
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Carbon Sm Carbon XS Carbon Aluminum Fat Shaft
18172 18262 18572 18162 18362

CARBON (UP TO 19/64”) SM CARBON (UP TO 17/64”) XS CARBON (UP TO 14/64”)
weightwidthweightwidthweightwidth

1.125”-28.6mm 8.8 gr. 1” - 25.4mm 7.1 gr. .875” - 22.2mm 6.3 gr. 1.375”-34.9mm 9.9 gr. 1.5” - 38.1mm 10.7 gr.

4” White
Tiger

ALUM. (20/64”TO 24/64”) 
weightwidth

FAT SHAFT (25/64 - 26/64)
weightwidth

Fat Shaft

Aluminum

Std. Carbon

Sm. Carbon

XS Carbon

Sm
 C

ar
bo

n
X

S 
C

ar
bo

n

C
ar

bo
n

A
lu

m
in

um

SM CARBON (UP TO 17/64”) XS CARBON (UP TO 14/64”) ALUM. (20/64”TO 24/64”) FAT SHAFT (

A
lu

m
in

um



weightwidth
1.125”/ 28.6mm 10 gr.

7” Birch

Carbon
18074

CARBON (UP TO 19/64”)
Std. Carbon

weightwidth
1.125”/ 28.6mm 10 gr.

7” White Tiger

Carbon
18072

CARBON (UP TO 19/64”)Std. Carbon

weightwidth
1.125”/ 28.6mm 13 gr.

7” Red Tiger

Carbon
18059

CARBON (UP TO 19/64”)
Std. Carbon

weightwidth
1.125”/ 28.6mm 10 gr.

7” ZEBRA

Carbon
18070

CARBON (UP TO 19/64”)
Std. Carbon
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weightwidth
1.125”/ 28.6mm 13 gr.

7” Orange 
Tiger

Carbon
18073

CARBON (UP TO 19/64”)
Std. Carbon

weightwidth
1.125”/ 28.6mm 10 gr.

7” Yellow 
AirBrush

Carbon
18054

CARBON (UP TO 19/64”)Std. Carbon

weightwidth
1.125”/ 28.6mm 10 gr.

7” Orange 
AirBrush

Carbon
18057

CARBON (UP TO 19/64”)
Std. Carbon
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weightwidth
1.125”/ 28.6mm 13 gr.

7” Yellow 
Tiger

Carbon
18075

CARBON (UP TO 19/64”)
Std. Carbon



weightwidth
1.125”/ 28.6mm 13 gr.

7” Neon
Orange

Carbon
18011

CARBON (UP TO 19/64”)
Std. Carbon

weightwidth
1.125”/ 28.6mm 13 gr.

7” Neon Green

Carbon
18010

CARBON (UP TO 19/64”)
Std. Carbon

weightwidth
1.125”/ 28.6mm 13 gr.

7” Pink

Carbon
18012

CARBON (UP TO 19/64”)Std. Carbon

weightwidth
1.125”/ 28.6mm 10 gr.

7” Green
AIRBRUSH

Carbon
18051

CARBON (UP TO 19/64”)
Std. Carbon
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Excellent for youth programs, target archers and hunters alike. Numbering 
arrows helps you keep track of your favorite arrows, identify which ones 

group best, spot problems, and keep accurate records when determining 
spine, weight, and stiffness. Sixteen sets of numbers per package.

16 sets
501012MC

ARROW NUMBER 
DECALS

weightwidth
1.125”/ 28.6mm 13 gr.

7” Neon Red

Carbon
18013

CARBON (UP TO 19/64”)
Std. Carbon

CARBON (UP TO 19/64”)

St
d.

 C
ar

bo
n

weightwidth
1.125”/ 28.6mm 10 gr. 1.375”-34.9mm 13 gr.

7” Neon
Yellow

Carbon Aluminum
18054 18004

CARBON (UP TO 19/64”) ALUMINUM (20/64”TO 24/64”) 
weightwidthStd. Carbon

Aluminum

St
d.

 C
ar

bo
n

CARBON (UP TO 19/64”) ALUMINUM (20/64”TO 24/64”)
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weightwidth
1.125”/ 28.6mm 10 gr. 1.375”-34.9mm 13 gr.

7” White

Carbon Aluminum
18015 18005

CARBON (UP TO 19/64”) ALUMINUM (20/64”TO 24/64”) 
weightwidthStd. Carbon

Aluminum

St
d.

 C
ar

bo
n

St
d.

 C
ar

bo
n
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Jacket
701007

FLEECE
JACKET

Shooters
Caps

Cap Visor
701004 701005GR

New for 2013, this dark gray tee features 
the Bohning® logo prominently on the 
chest, surrounded by the icon logo in 
a fade-out background.  Available in 6 
sizes:  SM, MD, LG, XL, 2X, 3X.

Dark Gray
701009DGF

SHORT SLEEVE
T-SHIRT

White 
701010WHBucket Hat

Perfect for shading your
face from the sun on

the range or on the
boat…pretty much

anywhere!  This fun new
hat features 2 embroidered Bohning® icon
logos, one in traditional black and red, the 

other in all-white.  One size fits all.

New for 2013, this dark gray tee features 
the Bohning
chest, surrounded by the icon logo in 
a fade-out background.  Available in 6 
sizes:  SM, MD, LG, XL, 2X, 3X.

SHORT SLEEVE

SHIRTS AND STUFF

(WBL)

(WIL)

(BBL)

Patch
701003

Bohning
“Iron-On” Patch

Wear your Bohning® pride everywhere with these durable embroidered Iron-On 
patches.  Choose from the Bohning® Icon (WIL), or the full logo in either white lettering 

on black (BBL), or black lettering on white (WBL).  Specify style using abbreviations.

Warm enough for chilly days in camp or in the blind,
stylish enough for anytime!  Sturdy zipper goes
up to form a standing collar to shield your
neck from wind and chill.  Has 2 large
front zip pockets and elastic gather at
hem and sleeves, embroidered
Bohning® icon on left chest.  Available
in 7 sizes:  XS, SM, MED, LG, XL,
XXL, XXXL. Specify size.

There’s something for everyone in our line of shooter caps with
4 different styles (plus a visor!) to choose from.

Distressed black - BG • Royal Blue - RB • MossyOak® camo - BU
• VISOR - GR • Bohning® icon camo - GC

There’s something for everyone in our line of shooter caps withThere’s something for everyone in our line of shooter caps withThere’s something for everyone in our line of shooter caps with

GC BU GR RB BG
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Cap or 
Beanie

Cap Beanie
16210 701002GC

Black
701008BK

LONG
SLEEVE “T”

Add this sharp long-sleeved black tee to 
your Bohning® apparel collection! Icon 
logo on front chest against icon fade 
backdrop, with Bohning Archery FUEL 
THE OBSESSION distressed logo on 
back. Available in 6 sizes: SM, MD, LG, 
XL, 2X, 3X.

Decorate your dome with a warm Bohning®

Beanie! Available in solid
black knit cap or
‘Iconouflage’ (Bohning®

Icon print camo!) beanie.
Both feature an
embroidered Bohning® logo
on front & Bohning® “B” icon on back.  

Decorate your dome with a warm Bohning

 logo
 “B” icon on back.  

Add this sharp long-sleeved black tee to 
your Bohning
logo on front chest against icon fade 
backdrop, with Bohning Archery FUEL 
THE OBSESSION distressed logo on 
back. Available in 6 sizes: SM, MD, LG, 
XL, 2X, 3X.

logo on front chest against icon fade 
backdrop, with Bohning Archery FUEL 
THE OBSESSION distressed logo on 
back. Available in 6 sizes: SM, MD, LG, 
XL, 2X, 3X.

New for 2013, this dark gray tee features New for 2013, this dark gray tee features 
NEW!

NEW!

hat features 2 embroidered Bohninghat features 2 embroidered Bohning
NEW!
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This distressed look heavyweight gray hoodie features a quarter zip 
with the Bohning® logo offset on the front pouch and large distressed 

icon logo on the right lower back.  Features front pouch pocket and 
fully lined hood.

Available in 6 sizes:  SM, MD, LG, XL, 2X, 3X.

Hoodie
701011CH

Bohning
Hoodie

Attention, ladies - this one’s for you!  This short sleeve light pink tee features 
the Bohning® Archery ‘Fuel the Obsession’ image with deep pink accents, set 
against a feminine tribal design in distressed white.  Available in 5 sizes:  SM, 
MD, LG, XL, 2X. Pink T

701013HP
WOMENS

PINK T

The newest addition to your Bohning® wardrobe!  This brown military style cap has a shorter 
brim and an adjustable Velcro tab-closure embroidered with a pink Bohning® logo.  Hat is 

brown with pink floral screenprint with pink stitching throughout.  Constructed of eco-friendly 
100% organic cotton fabric, one size fits most.

Cap
701004BR

WOMENS
CAP
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 wardrobe!  This brown military style cap has a shorter 
 logo.  Hat is 

brown with pink floral screenprint with pink stitching throughout.  Constructed of eco-friendly 
100% organic cotton fabric, one size fits most.

This distressed look heavyweight gray hoodie features a quarter zip 
with the Bohning® logo offset on the front pouch and large distressed 

Blue
Polo

Mens Womens
991001BL 991002BL

NEW!

NEW!

Dri-Mesh™ Pro fabric combines double-knit construction with
lightweight moisture management and mesh panels for maximum comfort, 

increased mobility, and superior airflow.  Men’s polo features straight-cut 
mesh panels down sides, Ladies’ cut polo features curved mesh panels on 

the sides and a racerback-style mesh panel on the back.  Both styles are 
solid royal blue with embroidered Bohning® logo at left chest.

Mens sizes - Sm. thru 4XL.  Womens sizes - Sm. thru 2XL

NEW!

Attention, ladies - this one’s for you!  This short sleeve light pink tee features 
the Bohning® Archery ‘Fuel the Obsession’ image with deep pink accents, set 
against a feminine tribal design in distressed white.  Available in 5 sizes:  SM, 
MD, LG, XL, 2X.

NEW!
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Bolt Bolt-Lite
941017 941016

BOLT
CROSSBOW PACKS

The Bolt and Bolt Lite crossbow backpacks are made from 
True Timber TM XD3 fabric, a tough and water-resistant
Cordura® polyester. Cordura® fabrics are widely known and 
recognized for their long lasting durability & resistance to
abrasions, tears and scuffs. We have chosen this superior
material with a top notch camo pattern to bring you a
high-quality, functional pack that stands up to the weather and 
will serve you well for years to come. The Bolt crossbow packs 
securely hold your crossbow, yet offer quick release for easy 
access while out in the field. One quick release of the buckle 
and the crossbow is in your hand with the pack still on your 
back! The Bolt packs feature a fully adjustable stock strap that 
adjusts to fit ANY manufacturer’s crossbow, making them a 
versatile addition to your gear.

The Bolt and Bolt Lite crossbow backpacks are made from 
True Timber TM XD3 fabric, a tough and water-resistant
Cordura

“Quick release” crossbow back packs!

Catch Bohning® products in action 
on these fine outdoor television 

shows!

Cover design and art - Rick Bartrand
Cover images:  Left to right- Tim Roller of Whitetail Journey,
Peter Grip 2012 3D Swedish National Champion (photo courtesy of Fredrik 
Gidensköld) and Jay Gregory of Wild Outdoors.




